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ABSTRACT 

•The fact that the mind rules the body is, in spite of its 

neglect by biology and medicine, the most fundamental 

fact which we know about the process of life .• 

-FR.A.HZ ALtXAH I>tll. M. I> . _ l 

Health is both a pervasive private concern and a persistent public 
issue. In our everyday lives, there are endless advertisements that 
remind us about remedies and precautions of diseases. The notion that 
architecture has the power to heal is ascribed to the Modern movement, 
particularly to Le Corbusier, who believed that architecture could cure 
societal illness. Architecture is also a "medical talisman remains an 
untested proposition, but most would agree that comfortable 
environment with generous sunlight, air, and visual stimulation aid 
recuperation, particularly when the maladies are of the mind. "2 Thus, it 
is my intention to explore arcJeitect11re as an art of healing that can 

1 Bernie S. Siegel, M.D., Love, Medicine & Miraclu, Harper & Row, Publishers, 
1986, p 1. 
2 Michael 1. Crosby, "Village of Healing,• Archltuture, March 1990, p 114. 
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ABSTRACT 

create hope, courage, comfort, happiness, and care to human's body, 
mind and soul. 

The facility that I intend to apply the thesis statement on as my thesis 
vehicle is the Cancer Researclt and Treatment Center . This facility 
will accommodate general participants and will serve as a place of 
healing human's body, mind, and soul. 

The proposed facility will be located at M11laysia . 
responsive design will be one of the major factors 
achieving the healing environment. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Knowledge is power, and knowledge 

of cancer - even incomplete knowledge -

is a step toward developing the 

power to reduce cancer's devastation .• 

-Prescott and Flexer; Cancer: The Misguided Cells-

THE POLITICS OF CANCER 

Cancer is an ancient disease. It is afflicted our ancestors throughout 

human history and almost certainly throughout human evolution. Cancer 

has always been a much-feared disease. Cancer now ranks second only 

to heart disease as a major cause of death in the United States and is 

similarly devastating in the rest of the world.1 At least one of every four 

Americans alive today will develop at least one cancer; more than one of 

every five Americans alive today will be killed by cancer.2 

1 David M. Prescott and Abraham S. Flexer, Cancer: The Misguided Cells, 
Sunderland, Massachusetts : Sinauer Associates Inc . Publishers, 1986, p 1. 
2 Ibid . 



INTRODUCTION 

TABLE l . The 15 major causes of de:uh in the United States 
in 1983.' 

Number of Percentage 
Cause of Death Deaths of Deaths 

1 Heart diseases 770,345 38.2} 60. 1 
2 CANCERS 44 2,986 2 1.9 
3 Ccrebrova.sculu diseases 155,598 7.7 
4 Accidents 92,488 4.6 
5 Pneumonia and influenza 55 ,854 2.8 
6 Chronic obstructive 

lung diseases 45,814 2.3 
7 Diabetes mellitw 36,246 1.8 
8 Suicide 28,295 1.4 
9 Cirrhosis of the liver 27,266 1.4 

10 Aneriosclcrosis 26,371 1.3 
11 Homicide 20,19 1 1.0 
12 Diseases of infancy 19,3 10 1.0 
13 Kidney djsea.ses 18,998 0.9 
14 Aortic ancurism 14,576 0.7 
15 Emphysema 13,293 0.7 

Other and ill-defined 251,570 12.3 

TOTAL 2,019,201 100.0 

Generally, cancer is really a group of diseases m the body 's cells . There 
are more than 100 different types of cancer, but they are all a disease of 
some of the body's cells.3 Cancer, like all organic diseases, results from 
the misfunctioning of one of the many cells that make up the body. 
Cancers begin when a simple normal cell is converted into a cancer cell. 
By contrast , cancer cells are not injured, nor are they dying, nor they 
directly destroy other cells . In fact, they are remarkably healthy. 

3 The National Cancer Institute . What you want to know about cancer. 
Washington D.C. 1990 . p 2. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Cancer cells have three important properties that underlie the nature of 

the disease. First, they grow and divide with less restraint, while growth 
and division of normal cells are closely regulated. Second, cancer cells 

do not differentiate normally and therefore do not perform their normal 

functions in the body. Third, cancer cells do not die on schedule. 

Eventually, the resulting overgrowth of misfunctioning cells interferes in 

some way with the activities of normal cells and tissues. 

In other words, healthy cells that make up the body's tissues grow, 

divide, and replace themselves in an orderly way. This process keeps 
the body in good repair. Sometimes, however, normal cells lose their 

ability to limit and direct their growth. They divide too rapidly and 
grow without any order. Too much tissue is produced and tumors begin 

to form. Tumors can be either benign or malignant. Benign tumors are 
not cancer. They do not spread to other parts of the body. Often, 
benign tumors can be removed by surgery, and they are not likely to 

return. Malignant tumors arc cancer. They can invade and destroy 

nearby tissue and organs. Cancer cell is also can spread, or metastasize, 

to other parts of the body, and form new tumors. 

There are many types of cancer. Some of them are childhood cancer, 
colorectal cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer, cancer of the testis, 

and, cancer of the stomach. 

3 



INTRODUCTION 

Cancer can be regarded, at least in part, as a social disease brought on 
by environmental pollution and life-styles that involve potentially 
avoidable contacts with cancer-causing agents. Thus, public awareness 
toward this disease should be emphasized, architecturally, by increasing 
the number of cancer care facility. Somehow, in some cases, this 
disease can be prevented by promoting information about cancer and its 
causing agents to the public . 

My intention by introducing cancer, 9omehow, is to make people 
aware of what cancer is and wit at it can do to human 's body. In 
addition, it will add knowledge of cancer to those who read this book. 
Cancer ia not only a disease tltat afflicts individual but also a social 
epidemic. Cancer tremendously affects the emotion of the victim. 
Thus, architecture should response to psychological design that will 
provide healing environment to cancer victims. 

The knowledge of cancer among the public is fairly known compare to 
AIDS. In the third world country such as Malaysia, the people do not 
have enough knowledge about cancer because the awareness toward this 
disease is so little. Therefore, it is also my intention to make the public, 
especially in Malaysia, aware of this silent disease. Even though my 
cancer center will be located in Malaysia, there can be much more to be 
learned from the advance technology country such as U.S .A. Thus, most 
of the examples in this text will be taken from the experience of 
American society. 

4 



INTRODUCTION 

There are two questions that were addressed which somehow can 
improve the awareness of cancer. "What can our society do to help each 
citizen to avoid cancer; and what can each citizen do to help others in 
our society to avoid cancer?"4 These questions can be first answered by 
distinguishing voluntary and involuntary exposures to carcinogens or 
other potential risks. For instance, electing to smoke cigarettes is a 
voluntary act, whereas having to breathe dirty air is not. Even though 
cancer can be largely prevented with current knowledge, public reaction 
to the threat of cancer is far out of scale in the opposite direction. In 
Malaysia, for instance, the public do not totally aware of cancer if there 
is no distinguish cancer facility or specific organization which can 
promote the awareness of cancer through media and campaign. The 
most effective strategy is prevention. It is obvious that the first step 
toward preventing human cancer is to identify its specific causes so that 
they may be eliminated or avoided. But the ultimate strategy is to 
inform the public about this killing disease. 

One form of public reaction to cancer's damage is the attempt to 
alleviate human suffering by providing medical treatment, including 
publicly supported treatment, to cancer victims. Another is to 

4 Prescott, and Flexer . Cancer: The Misguided Cell s. Sinauer Associates Inc . 
Publishers , Sunderland, Massachusetts, 1986. p 282. 
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INTRODUCTION 

underwrite the costs of basis and applied research aimed at improving 
the quality and efficacy of treatments . Another public reaction has been 
to support programs of early detection and diagnosis of cancer. In 1991, 
Malaysian Department of Healthcare sponsored a campaign of breast 
cancer and asked donation from public to buy a mammogram and other 
cancer facilities which later served the public for free . 

Therefore, I would like to emphasir.e the awareness of cancer in 
Malaysia by designing a meaningful cancer center. 

6 



INTRODUCTION 

THE PROSPECT OF CANCER FACILITY 

In order to get to the prospect of cancer facility, it is advisable that the 

designer understand the condition of cancer patients and the involvement 

of architecture. Cancer patient is not only suffering physically but also 

psychologically. Thus, the care of the cancer patients must provide 

comfort for the body, the mind and the soul. The care encompasses 

emotions, concern, support, reassurance, trust, care, protection, and 

much else. Cancer patients need support and courage from their 

families, people around them and, in a passive way, from the 

surrounding in order to have confident in themselves, the cancer 

patients, to go on with their normal lives. Thus, spaces that are 

designed for cancer patients should respond sensitively to the needs of 

the patients and other occupants. 

The prospect of cancer facility is enormous. According to "Futurist" 

Russell Coile, Jr., he predicts cancer will be the dominant specialty in 

the next century - with "mega-clinics" emerging in this specialty . .s This 

is true considering that searching on the cure of cancer is endless. In 

fact the searching is not only happening in the western countries but also 

5 Robert Douglass, "Self-contained Treatment Center," Progreasive Architecture, 
August 1992, p 46 . 
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INTRODUCTION 

in the third world countries, such as Malaysia. On 11th, 1992, I heard 
on the radio FM 99. 5) about a Malaysian scientist who found a medicine 
for reducing side effects of chemotherapy from the rain forest.6 
However, he had to go back and forth to the United States for The 
National Cancer Institute test and verify the medicine. It seems that he 
wasted a lot of money just to go to The United States to verify the 
medicine. Thus, by providing a Cancer Center in Malaysia, Malaysian 
scientists will have their own place to do research on cancer . In 
addition, the rain forest itself is the place for scientist to find the cure 
on cancer. Obviously, the prospect of cancer center in Malaysia is 
great. 

In addition, Bruce P . Arneill and Peter H . Nuelsen said that good design 
is increasingly perceived in the healthcare industry as a mark of 
institutional excellence and as a competitive asset. 1 According to them 
again, the healthcare system of the future offers enormous opportunities 
for architects and designers . There is not only the potential of 
significant work, but also immense design opportunities architects and 
designers are only beginning to fulfill . 

6 Radio station, FM 99.5, Lubbock, Texas, November 1992 . 
1 Bruce P. Arneill and Peter H. Nuelsen, "Future Opportunities in Healthc are," 
Progressive Architecture - PIA Plan1, 08/ 92: p 7. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Thus, it ia my intention that by introducing a self-contained treatment 
center, such as a cancer center, it will open new vision as well as 
create enormous opportunities to Malaysian architects to try 
mastering in healthcare design. 

9 



INTRODUCTION 

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Bernie S. Siegel, M.D., Love, Medicine & Miracles, New York: Harper 
& Row, Publishers, 1986. 

This book has lessons learned about self- healing from a surgeon's 

experience with exceptional patients . The surgeon is the author of this 

book, Dr. Bernie S. Siegel. Also, it tells experience of cancer patients and 

explains how the patients feel about the disease. Most of the experience is 

about fighting cancer using self-healing process or psychological process 

where the patients believe in themselves that they can fight the 

disease by controlling their minds . 

David M. Prescott and Abraham S. Flexer, Cancer: The Misguided 
Cells, 2nd edition, Sunderland, Massachusetts: Sinauer 
Associates Inc. Publishers, 1986. 

This book is very recommended for those who want to know more 

about cancer. It provides comprehensive, straightforward, and intelligible 

account of cancer. This book also offers a practical guide to minimizing 

one's risk of cancer; a discussion of cancer-causing mutations; and an 

overview of the political difficulties of controlling and eliminating 

environmental carcinogens. 

10 



INTRODUCTION 

Ivan Lichter, Communication in Cancer Care, New York: Churchill 
Livingstone, Publishers, 1987. 

The book attempts to give an account of the special problems facing 

the cancer patient and his family throughout the course of his illness, and 

presents in some detail their communication needs from the time the patient 

first consults his doctor to possible death and mourning. Also, this book 

gives the cancer patient and his relatives some insight into the crisis that 

has changed their lives and the support that should be available to them . 

Jain Malkin, Hospital Interior Architecture, New York: Van 
Nostrand Reinhold, Publishers, 1992. 

This book has finest examples of health care design across the 

nation. It has guidelines toward creating a healing environment. Basically, 

this book emphasizes on the interior design and respectively relate the 

interior design to the whole architecture . The nature of each space provided 

in every different facility is well explained. This is a highly recommended 

book for those who intend to design a health care facility . 

Kaspar D. Naegele, Health and Healing, San Francisco: Jossey- Bass 
Inc., Publishers, 1970. 

Mainly, this book explains about the relationship of body, mind, and 

pain. It also touches the nature of human being, life, and death. In a way, 

some of the text is written poetically when describing about human life, the 

mind and how they related to healing process. 

11 
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M••tl•I•, /989. porcelain and mixed media by 
Martha Slaymacer. "I began exploring the 
possibility of expressing healing in my wore. " 

THESIS STATEMENT 

CONCEPTS 

"Hope is the thing with feathers 

That perches in the soul, 

And sings the tune without the words, 

And never stops at all ." 

-Emily Dickinson-

Architecture is a means of providing healing to the human's body, the 
mind and the soul. The integration of mind and body helps the process 
of healing. According to Dr. Siegel, "the state of mind changes the state 
of the body working through the central nervous system, the endocrine 
system, and the immune system. "s He also stated that peace of mind 
sends the body a "live" message, while depression, fear , and unsolved 
conflict give it a "die" message. Thus, all healing is scientific, even if 

s Bernie S. Siegal M.D. Love, Medicine & Miracles. Harper & Row, Pub lishers , 
New York, 1986. p 34. 
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CONCEPTS 

science can't yet explain exactly how the unexpected "miracles" occur. 
In addition, Dr. Leonard A. Winsneski, a professor at George 
Washington University in Washington D .C. said that there is a 
"connection between the mind and the body, particularly the ways that 
stress and anxiety seem to predispose the body to illness . "9 The power 
of the visual and performing arts help heal the human mind and body . 
Thus, creative activities can reverse the negative forces and thereby 
improve one's health. 

Art and healing are interrelated. Art can be a powerful tool of healing. 
According to M. Stephen Doherty, the act of creating something original 
-some new picture or object- at a time when people are facing their 
deepest and most troubling experiences helps overcome their problems.10 
Since the power of art can alter emotions, relieve stress and heal the 
body, many artists use patterns, symbols, and realistic images in their 
work that heighten an awareness of this power. In Harlem, youngsters 
fight their way back to life with brushes, canvas, and paint. n For 2 
years, Harlem Hospital Center's Horizon Art Studio has fed creative 
medicine to crippled minority children. In the studio, the patients 
compose their own artistry, they grow and become more confident. 

9 M. Stephen Dohorty, "Art & Healing," American Artist, April 1991 , p 54. 
io Ibid ., p 46. 
11 Unknown, "Heal with Painting," New York, January 1991, p 36 . 

13 



CONCEPTS 

The notion that architecture has the power to heal 1s ascribed to the 
Modern movement, particularly to Le Corbusier, who believed that 
architecture could cure societal illness.12 According to Michael J. 
Crosby, the author of "Village of Healing", architecture is a "medical 
talisman remains an untested proposition, but most would agree that 
comfortable environments with generous sunlight, air, and visual 
stimulation aid recuperation, particularly when the maladies are of the 
mind. "13 

Since ancient time, European and Asian cultures have been believed and 
practiced holistic healing. Spa therapy, music, nutrition, herbs, 
vibrational medicine, and colored light have been incorporated in their 
treatments. The basis for Chinese medicine has been the five-element 
theory (fire, wood, earth, water and metal). Each organ of the body is 
related to one of the five elements ; the internal organs are thought to 
mirror cycles of generation and destruction between the five earthly 
elements in the universe. These elements eventually generate the body, 
the mind, and the soul into the healing process. 

"Studies in psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) indicate that aside from a 
patient's medical treatment, the interior design of health care facilities 

12 Michael J. Crosby, "Village of Healing," Architecture, March 1990, p 114. 
13 Ibid. 
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CONCEPTS 

can actually promote faster healing." 14 Light, color, sound, aroma, 
texture and space division are among the enviromental conditions that 
have a major effect on one's physical emotional well-being. 

Architecture can reduce oppression by providing physical relief, 
psychological relief and protection. Spaces can induce feeling of 
comfort and support and they, in a passive way, allow healing and hope. 
In a way, simplicity and dignity of architecture also convey hope and 
comfort to its users. Creative architecture can provide healing 
environment. There are basic components to be considered in creating a 
healing environment which are air quality, thermal comfort, noise 
control, privacy, light, views of nature, visual serenity and visual 
stimulations . 

Thus, architecture is a tool that provides creative responds to human 
beings. Spaces affect how people feel, react, and interact. Spaces, 
therefore, should individually responsive and allow for personal choice. 

Main lobby. Uttturstty of Chicago Hospital. Architecture enhances human's perceptions . Human's perceptions are Butta-rd Mitcla11ll Hospital (Cht cago. IL) 

sensitive to the things that are familiar to them specifically to nature and 
colors. Nature is a natural healer. In 1985, Anita Olds conducted a 
workshop "Spaces Can Heal" which ts designed for health care 

14 Karen Maserjian, "Health Care Design," Interior Design, April 1992, p 126. 
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CONCEPTS 

professionals (designers, therapists, nurses, architects).1-' In the 
workshop, she asked participants to visualize conditions of woundedness 
and healing. When asked to draw pictures of their healing spaces, "75% 
of these spaces had common elements: outdoor scenes, growing things, 
and nature as healer. "16 People seem to have an intuitive awareness of 
what constitutes a healing environment. In trying to understand why 
human beings feel so drawn to nature, some have adopted an 
evolutionary theory in which at the most physical level people respond to 
elements that have been important to humans throughout millions of 
years: water, sunlight, trees, animals, and plants. "Recent research by 
Roger Ulrich at Texas A&M investigated the stress-reducing effects of 
viewing water by measuring levels of stress hormones released into the 
blood, with the implication that immune functioning can be enhanced by 
frequent or prolonged visual exposure to nature. "11 Symbolism in 
nature is one of the reasons for finding comfort and relief in nature. 
Water 1s associated with baptism and rebirth or purification; flowers 
express the fragility of life; autumn leaves symbolize the onset of winter 
or advancing age ; stones and rocks express strength, permanence, and 
ability to withstand stress; a rainbow may symbolize hope and 

lS Malkin , Jain . Hospital Interior Architecture. Van Nostrand Rein hold, New 
York, 1992 . p 32 . 
16 Ibid . p 32. 
11 . Ibid . p . 32. 

16 
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CONCEPTS 

unexpected good fortune that may be just around the corner.18 Perhaps 
the most appealing aspect of nature as the fact that it is always changing 
slightly and never static. 

The use of colors is also one of the healing factors. Colors can create 
mood, lift spirit, and make spaces cheerful. Colors also convey a sense 
of renewal and life. Warm colors, for example, assist in providing a 
tranquil and comfortable atmosphere. At the Rudolf Steiner Seminary in 
Jarna, Sweden, health and healing by color together with art and 
architecture is manupulated in creating healthy and healing 
environment. Bl Here, patients are assigned cool or warm colored rooms 
according to the nature of their illness. For example, 40% of the 
patients have cancer and they are most likely to be given warm colored 
rooms.zo 

Architecture allows and encourages those who take part in it to be part 
of it. Spaces create self-confidence and protection to their users by 
providing elements of comfort and healing. Although architecture 
protects and. supports its participants, in a way, it still allows freedom 
within the protected space. 

18 Ibid. 
19 Karin tetlow, "Healthy Color," Interiors, December 1989, p 94. 
zo Ibid ., p 96. 
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CONCEPTS 

Architecture can provide hope, comfort, healing, courage, support and 
protection to those who participate in it, whether physically or 
psychologically. Spaces should also induce happiness in order to bring 
up the art of healing. Spaces should provide maximum flexibility to 
create different mood within the space. Integration between man made 
and nature can soften and ease the complex emotions of cancer patients . 

Therefore, it ia my intention to explore architecture as an art of 
healing that can create hope, courage, comfort, happiness, and care 
to human 's body, mind and aoul. 

18 
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CONCEPTS 

PROJECT STATEMENT 

Over the years, the number of cancer death has increased. According to 
1983 statistic, about 443,000 people died from cancer in The United 
States alone. 21 Thus the number of cancer facility should be increased 
not only to accommodate and treat cancer patients but also to emphasize 
the awareness of the public toward cancer and its causing agents . 

The Cancer Research and Treatment Center is not only a facility for 
cancer research and treating cancer patients but also a place for healing 
human's body, mind and soul. Thus the spaces and the context should 
be designed in such a way to bring up the healing environment. The 
design should also engage the patients in the conscious process of self
healing and spiritual growth. The space should also be designed to be a 
"nurturing and therapeutic environment which, through its spaces, forms , 
colors and materials, helps patients regain health by bringing into 
balance their faculties of thinking, feeling, and willing." 22 

As mentioned in the thesis statement, nature is the natural healer. 
Obviously the site plays an important role in creating the healing 

21 Prescott, David M. and Flexer, Abraham S. Cancer: The Milg11lded Cells. 
Sinauer Associates Inc . Publishers : Sunderland, Massachus et ts, 1986. p 7. 
22 Malkin, Jain. Hospital Interior Architecture. Van Nostrand Reinhold, : New 

York, 1992 . p 27. 
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CONCEPTS 

environment. Therefore, this facility should be located in the setting 
where it has a strong relationship with the nature . In other words, the 
setting should not be isolated from other human beings yet it still has a 
strong natural context. Having water element around the site enhances 
the healing environment. Water can also create calmness to human 
body, soul and mind and at the same time it heals. 

Generally, the Cancer Center will have radiation therapy, chemotherapy, 
research lab, and lecture hall for cancer seminar. Feeling of 
intimidation should be number one consideration in designing these 
spaces, especially in the radiation therapy room and chemotherapy room. 
The design for these spaces should create feeling of calmness and 
healing. 

Therefore the cancer center should have the characteristica which can 
make patients and visitora less intimidate. The cancer center should 
create a healing and comfortable environment. 

20 



GOALS AND STRATEGIES 

1. To create a healing environment . 
. Provide access view of nature . 
. Use soothing and warm colors . 
. Control noise . 

. Provide fresh air and improve air quality . 

. Consider the privacy of patients . 

. Consider the use of light. 

Allow social interaction within the cancer 
center. 

2. To create less intimidation . 
. Provide a "homelike" environment . 
. Introduce textural variety in wall surfaces, 

floors, ceiling, furniture , fabrics , and artwork. 

3. To response with the tropical climate. 
Allow cross ventilation. 
Consider the roof design for heavy rain. 
Allow enough shading for cooling purposes . 

21 
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4. To promote awareness of cancer to the public . 

. Create a meaningful design which can catch 

big publicity . 

. Provide a space for holding seminars . 

. Provide a research lab for studying the 

carcinogens and improving cancer treatment. 

22 
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THESIS CASE STUDIES 

Project: Tenderloin AIDS Resource Center23 

Architect: Mark Kessler 

Location: San Francisco, California. 

Approximate date: 1991. 

C/0:1e up of 3conce mad11 by FACE crew of g/a33 
dt3c, MR 16 lamp, alumtnum mount, th read and 
paper c/tp3. 

CONCEPTS 

In this project, theory was replaced by dedication and heart. The 

designers carefully selected the materials to express an asthetic that 

anticipates limited craftmanship which eventually deliberate symbolically 

the power of resourcefulness. The common materials imply a certain 

23 Monica Geran, "AIDS Resource Center", Interior Design, April 1992, 
p 106-109 . 
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CONCEPTS 

disinterest in the material circumstances of those who enter. At the 
reception desk, for instance, component parts are animated by angle 
brackets, cables, threaded rods and other connectors bought off-the-sellf 
in hardware stores. The designers' vision of space on this facility was to 
convey a sense of hope. 

24 

v11tatl of r11c11ptlo n dut, combin ing dtzparat11 
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Project: Vidarkliniken Hos pital24. 

Architect: Erik Asmussen. 

Location : Jarna, Sweden. 

Approximate date: 1984. 

A typ ical pati ent bedroo m. 

CONCEPTS 

The design was based on Rudolf Steiner's theory of anthroposophy 

(science of the spirit). The use of organic shapes, color, texture of 

materials, lighting, and views of nature is integrated in the building to 

enhance healing environment. The architect's goal was to engage the 

patient in the conscious process of self-healing and spiritual growth. 

Also, this facility employs a holistic approach to healing. 

24 Jain Malkin, Hospital Interior Architecture, New Yo rk : Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1992, p 27-31. 
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The architecture at Vidarkliniken was carefully planned to express a 

unity of opposites. For example, a cultivated garden and wild, untamed 
landscape were placed close to each other. 

Tlte en.vlron.m1111t of tlte pati1111t dln. l n.g ls more 
/tee !tome. Tlte use of material an.d tlte ulecllld 
furn.itur11 1111/tan.cu tlte feelin.g of home/th. 
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Project: Hi-Desert Medical Center". 

Architect: Kaplan/McLaughlin/Diaz, Sa_n Francisco, California. 

Location : Joshua, California. 

Approximate date: 1988. 

Entrance of the Hi - Desert Medical Center (left) 
and north facade of the building. 

This project has a dramatic setting. 

desert, the unique of desert itself can be so powerful in the 

healing. In fact, this facility was named "oasis of healing". 

people feel that desert is unpleasant but psychologically, it 

process of 

Only few 

has strong 

effect on people who really look very close into the desert and the 

2.s Judith Sheine, "Oasis of Healing," Architecture, July 1991 , p 46-49 . 
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meaning of it. The emptiness of desert itself is one of the unique 
characteristics that no other places have. In depth, the meaning of 
desert goes far beyond the emptiness. 

The existence of the medical facility seems like a paradox in the desert. 
It is alone in the middle of the emptiness yet it heals. 

The s t rong selling of the deHrt maces t he 
buildi ng l oot po wHful . 
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Project: Lakeland Medical Center.26 

Architect: Ellerbe Associates Inc. 

Location: Athens, Texas. 

Approximate date : 1988. 

CONCEPTS 

The hospital appears to be both a natural amenity and a memorable 

trademark. It is facinating that the design creates a natural setting by 

bringing the water into the building. The image of patient rooms afloat 

on calm waters blossomed to a vision of a nursing island encircled by 

water drawn by the lake through an atrium, which also became the center 

26 Unknown, "Healing Waters," Architectural Review, June 1989. 
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of a plan that tidily disposes public and private, nursing and medical 
support. 

This project clearly has the concern toward the occupants especially the 
patients who need a comfortable, calm, and healing environment. 
Obviously, the design achieved in addressing healing enviroment by 
playing with water element which water is known as natural healer. 

Vtew of the water from the first floor of patient 
rooms. The water Is brought Into the lobby to 
create a healing environment. 
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NATURAL CONTEXT 

GEOGRAPHY 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

"Medicine is not only a science, 

but also the art of letting our own individuality 

interact with the individuality of the patient" 

-Albert Schweitzer-

Malaysia is located in the heart of Southeast Asia. It consists of 

two parts; a Peninsular Malaysia (West Malaysia) and Sabah, Sarawak, 

and Labuan which is a Federal Territory (East Malaysia) . West Malaysia 

consist of thirteen states; Johor, Kedah, Kelantan, Melaka, Negeri 

Sembilan, Pahang, Pulau Pinang, Perak, Selangor, Terengganu, and one 

Federal Territory, that is Kuala Lumpur which also acts as the capital 

city of Malaysia. West Malaysia is separated from East Malaysia by 

South China Sea about 750km. Malaysia total area is about 336, 700 

square km (130,000 square miles) where the peninsular totalling 134,680 

square km (52,000 square miles) and Sabah and Sarawak totalling 

202,020 square km (78,000 square miles). 
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MALAYSIA 

SOUTH CHINA SEA 

.r · 

SARAWAK/ 

'\. , l' ',...._,.,, . .i 
'·--·- · 

BORNEO 

INDONESIA 

MAP I : LOCATION OP MALAYS IA RESPECTIVE 
TO THE NEIOHBORHOOD COUNTRIES. 
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MA' Z : THE LOCATION OP THE STATE OP 
SELANOOR WHERE THE SITE IS LOCATED. 

CLIMATE 

Malaysia is situated in the tropic region between the latitudes of 1 and 7 

degrees north and longitudes of 100 to 119 degrees east. With its 

equatorial climate, Malaysia has a fairly uniform temperatures 

throughout the year, ranging from 89.6 F during the day to 71.6 F at 

night. In the high lands, the temperature can drop to a low of 59 F. 

Relative humidity is generally high, about 80-85 %. Rainfall is available 

all year round, averaging 200-250cm (78-98in) per year. This is because 
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of two monsoon seasons that Malay&ia endures . The Southwest 
Monsoon brings heavy rains from mid-April to mid-October. the 

Northeast Monsoon prevails from October to February . 

In respond to heavy rainfall and excessive humidity, natural 
ventilation and cooling systems are the best solution for such hot
humid climate. The building configuration and spaces orientation in 
respect to solar movement patterns and pre.vailing winds also play an 
important role in such climate where devices, such as shading devices 
are widely used to keep sun out of the building. 

I 

I 

air coolC'd 
through 
""'eta lion 

air bated 
by-

1 

c- J l Di ag ram of cJJmatJc re sponsi ve design . 
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BUILT CONTEXT 

SITE LOCATION 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

mukim 
kajang 

CAO AH GAN 

The site is located in the state of Selangor in a rapidly developing town, 
Cheras, which is about 12 miles from the capital city of Malaysia, Kuala 
Lumpur. The site is adjacent to an existing hospital that serves the 
Cheras population and towns around it. 
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111 

MAP J : LOCATION PLAN 
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At the east of the site is a man-made lake while at the south of the site is 

a town park. The site is within the commercial zone where the town 
center is located to the west of the site. There is also an adjacent 
institution across the lake. The major road is at the north of the site and 
the secondary road, main access to the site, is to the west of the site. 

Psychologically, the site ia suitable for the Cancer Center because of 
the natural setting that will create a healing environment. The water 
element is one of the major healing factors that the site can provide. 
Since the site ia located within the commercial r.one, the Cancer 
Center will receive maximum convenient in facilities. 
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MAP f : PROPOSED S ITE 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

SITE ANALYSIS 

Circulation 

a. The main access is Batu 9, Jalan Cheras at 
the signalized junction of Tam an Cheras 

Perdana and the second access is Jalan 

Balakong. (map 9) 

b. Vehicular Circulation 

c. Pedestrian Circulation 

d. Public transportation 

Public transportation is an important service 
in this town. Culturally, the people here feel 
more comfortable by riding a bus. The 

transportation is linked to Kuala Lumpur, and 

Kajang/Bangi and the surrounding small 
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will occur at the Cancer Center. It is also 

convenient to the hospital itself if a patient 

is diagnosed to have a cancer. 

b. The Town Center is not only serving the 

community in Cheras but also to adjacent 

development in the area as well as those 

residing in Kuala Lumpur, Kajang, Semenyih, 

Bangi, and Serdang. The Town Center is the 

major commercial hub for the area, especially 
in the circuit of Cheras/Kajang. In map 6, 

shown the location of the Town Center and 

the Town Park. 

c. The Town Park purpose is to emphasize the 

unity of the multi ethnic population. This is 

where the people recreate themselves. 

Microclimate 
As mentioned in the previous section in this text, this area receives 

high percentage of humidity. Most of the year, the climate is wet and 
sunny. Since the topography of the site is quite hilly, there is a wind 
tunnel created. The wind from the northeast blows through the site due 

southwest. Since Malaysia is located at 7 degree latitude in the north 

atmosphere, the site receives the morning sun and the evening sun at 

almost true east and west respectively. (map 15) 
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Vegetation 

As shown in the (map 16), there are mixed secondary forest around the 
site. At the middle of the site is burnt ground. Therefore, the site has 
been cleared by the developer for a new facility but left the mixed 
secondary forest at the outskirt of the site untouched . 

Drainage System 
The drainage for the particular site flows to the north. The site will use 
catchment 'A' as the main drainage system. (map 14) 
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MAI''! : THE PROPOSED SITE 
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View of t he Ja>:e on the propoud site . 

View of the site to the west. 
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CULTURAL CONTEXT 

Malaysia consists of multi races population. In 1990, the population of 

Malaysia is projected at 16.9 millions people. This number conciliates 

the indigenous known as Bumiputras (Malays, !bans, Bidayuhs, 

Kadazans, Kenyahs, Melanaus, Muruts) and Chinese, Indians, Eurasians 

and many others. Great diversities are readily visible, mainly in cultures 

and religions. Officially, Islam is the religion of Malaysia, but people 

are free to practice any religion they choose. The national and official 

language is Bahasa Malaysia. But in such a diverse races, other Asian 

languages and dialects are used, such as Hokkien, Cantonese; Tamil, 

Telegu, Hindi; and others. English works as a communication in business 

and industry. 

Therefore, in dealing with the society and culture, the architecture of 

the cancer center somehow should represents the multi ethnic groups 

in Malaysia. The architecture should not be dominated by just one 

ethnic group. Thus, new architecture can be created through the 

different cultures of the ethnic groups. 

Culture is a very sensitive issue that every design of the intended 

facility should be carefully executed. Different ethnic group in 

Malaysia has different belief in dealing with sick people. For 

example, some Malays still belief in "bomoh" -medicine man- in 
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curing aerioua illnesa. Thus, the design should allow personal right 
and belief of its occupant. 

Cultural Images from differen t ethnic groups 
tha t Influence the Malaysian architecture. 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

Psychological aspects in programming and designing this Cancer Center 

are the most important things to be considered. In order to understand 

the psychological context that this facility will have, the aspects that 

lead to it should be well explained. 

Stress is one of the psychological aspect that is important to be 

considered. It is not unusual for people to feel stress when going to any 

type of medical facility. This type of stress is called hospital stress. 

Hospital stress factors 

The experience of hospitalization itself is a source of psychological 

stress for most patients, regardless of the nature of the illness. the 

sources of stress can be understood by viewing the facility through the 

patient's eyes: isolation from family and friends , lack of familiarity with 

the environment, medical jargon, fear of procedures, loss of control, 

lack of privacy, worries about job or finances, and inaccessibility to 

information.21 In table-I which is taken from a book entitled H ospital 

Interior Architecture by Jane Malkin describes briefly about the hospital 

stress factors. 

27 Jain Malkin, Hospital Interior Architecture, New York: Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1992, p 15 . 
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Tl1T11d marbl11 fountain, with cascading plants, 
surrounds pati11nts with th11 soothing and 
h11allng qualtti11s of natur11; th11 room also 
b111111fits from natural light; note cold cathode 
lighting d11Jineattng second- story sofflts; 
Tuttle man Center, Graduat11 Hospital 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

Therefore , in response to the stresses that may occur in the Cancer 
Center, spaces that are designed should allow 'homelike' environment 
to have a sense of familiarity, social interaction to avoid feeling of 
isolation, as well as privacy and protection. The design should 
strongly engages with nature since this is one of the healing factors. 

Developing a healing environment 
In creating a healing environment, many factors have to be considered. 
The following factors are taken from the previous book, Hospital 

Interior Architecture, that may help the design process and the creating 

of healing environment. 

1. Noise control 

Sound of footsteps in corridor 

Slamming doors, clanking lathes 

Loudspeaker paging system 

Staff conversations from nurse station or 

staff lounge 

Other patients' televisions and radios 

Clanking of dishes on food carts 

(Phtladelphta, PA) 2. Air quality 
Architecture and interior design: Mt1difac: 

PJtotographt1r: Tom Crane Need for fresh air, solarium, or roof garden 

. Avoidance of noxious off-gassing from 
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Waiting room with 24-f oot - hlgh stee l -an d- wood 
play struc ture and aqua rium; the tree 
symbolically marts g ro un d l e ve l (L os Ange les, 
CA) 
Architectu re and interi o r desi g n : Morphosis 
Archltects/Oruen Associ ate s ; Photographer; 
Orant Mudford Studi o 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

synthetic materials, including certain types of 

paint 

Avoidance of odiferous cleaning agents 

Adequate number of air changes 

3. Thermal comfort 

. Ability to control room temperature, 

humidity, and air circulation to suit personal 

needs 

4. Privacy 

Ability to control view of the outdoors 
Ability to control social interaction and view 

of patient in adjacent bed 

Secure place for personal belongings 

. Place to display personal mementos (family 

photos, get-well cards, flowers) 

5. Light 
. Nonglare lighting in patient room 

Ability to control intensity of light 

. Good reading light 

. Window should be low enough for patient 

to see outdoors while lying on bed 
. patient room lighting should be full spectrum 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

6. Communication 

Ability to contact staff when needed 

Comfortable places to visit with family 
Television, radio, and telephone available as 

needed 

7. Views of nature 

. Views of trees, flowers, mountains, or ocean 

from patient rooms and lounges 

8. Color 

Indoor landscaping 

Careful use of color to create mood, lift 
spirit, and make rooms cheerful 
Use in bed linens, bedspreads, gowns , 
personal hygiene kits, accessories, food trays 

9. Texture 
. Introduce textural variety in wall surfaces, 

floors, ceilings, furniture, fabrics , and 

artwork 

10.Accomodation for families 
. Provide place for family members to make 

them feel welcome, rather than intrusive 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

. Provide visitor lounges and access to 

vending machines, telephones, and cafeteria 

Nevertheless, some of the factors above may not relevant to the 
Cancer Center facility because those factors are addressed generally 
for hospital design. Somehow, in response to the factor of noise 
control, acoustical design should be applied to the facility so that the 
problem of noise that may annoy the patients can be eliminate or at 
least be reduced. Air quality is important in this type of facility . 
Therefore, fresh air should be allow through this facility. Beside, it 
will be a good ventilation to reduce the noxious off-gassing from 
synthetic materials and odiferous cleaning agents. In addition, in 
this region ventilation in term of openings are really needed. All in 
all, the spaces should be designed in such a way to allow privacy, 
good lighting (natural and artificial), social interaction, and views of 
nature. Also, the used of colors and texture are vital. Colors should 
be used to have meaning or healing factor rather than as decoration 
while texture is used to ease the complex emotion of the patients. 

Color 
As mentioned earlier in this text, color plays a vital role in the process 
of healing. In this type of facility , colors should not be used as 

decoration but as a healer. Centuries ago, healers associated color with 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

symbolism and magic .2s Even today, every culture has taboos about 

certain colors, and others are favored; certain colors are reserved for 
royalty. 

According to color investigators, blood pressure and respiration 

increased during exposure to red light but decreased in blue 

illumination.29 Furthermore, blue light can relieve headache . Since 

colors affect blood pressure, pulse and respiration rates, colors can be 

used for treatment of a variety of diseases. 

However, several factors should be considered m dealing with 

manipulation of colors. There are several suggested ways in dealing 

with colors in interior design. The following approaches are suggested 

by the author of the book entitled Hospital Interior Architecture . 

1.Consider the needs of each specific patient population that might 

affect the selection of color. 

2. Understand the laws of perception. 
3.Consider religious or symbolic associations with color, including 

cultural taboos, bias, and nationality. 

4.Consider functional factors; Effect of lighting on color . 

Z8 Ibid ., p 54. 
29 Ibid ., p 55. 
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Chemotherapy atrium has nurse stati on at each 
e11d with treatment cubicles on two parallel 
wall:r: Cedar-Sinai Comprehensive Cancer 
Cut1r (Los Angeles, CA) 

Architecture and interior design: Morpho:rts 
Architects/G ruen A:rsoctates; Pho tog rap he': 
Ora11t Mudfo rd S tudio 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

5. Understand how color affects the perception of space. 

6. Think about practical applications of color psychology. 

Light 

Light is another highly significant environmental factor , whether natural 

or artificial. Lighting is also known to affect hormonal and metabolic 

balance and entrainment of circadian rhythms. 30 According to 

neuroscientist Richard Wurtman, he believes that "light is the most 

important environmental input, after food, m controlling bodily 

function. "31 

Light is so important to the biological and psychological health of human 

beings that Canada and Japan have enacted sunshine laws that require 

city planners, when designing new buildings, to assure each individual's 

entitlement to a minimum number of hours of sunshine per day. 

"Sunshine is essential to comfortable life, and, therefore, a citizen's 

right to enjoy sunshine at his home should be duly protected by law" 

(New York Times, July 17, 1975 .) 

30 Ibid., p 50 . 
31 Ibid. 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

Full-spectrum lighting is very beneficial to human health. Full-spectrum 
lighting refers to a source that closely resembles the spectral distribution 
of sunlight; it includes radiation in the near-ultraviolet band. n Many 
studies prove that this kind of lighting is very beneficial in patients care 
areas. In patient care areas, rendering the skin as realistically as 
possible is important. 

An evaluation of lighting systems for various areas of the hospital should 
be based on these criteria ( Lighting for Health Care Facilities 1985, as 
reported by Jane Malkin, 1992, 53.): 

1. Visual comfort 
2. Compatibility with architectural design 
3. Compatibility with mounted equipment, such 

as x-ray 
4. Flexibility of arrangement 
5. Compatibility with air conditioning design 
6. Compatibility with acoustical requirements 
7. Performance 
8. Easy of cleaning and decontamination 

9. Aesthetics 

32 Ibid ., p 51 . 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

10. Economics of selected systems with regard to 
maintain luminance level 

a. Initial installed cost 
b. Maintenance and other annual costs 
c. Cost of rearrangement 

d. Desecration and replacement costs 
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CONTEXTUAL CASE STUDIES 

Project: Colorado-Fayette Medical Center33 

Architect: Cox/Croslin and Associates, Austin Tx 

Location: Weimar, Texas. 

Approximate date: 1986 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

This 46-bed facility, a complete replacement and enlargement of an 

existing hospital, offers future expansion capabilities up to 92 beds . 

Exterior view of the facility . 

33 Joanna Bache (ass . ed.), 1988 Health Facilities Review, Washington D.C.: 
The American Institute of Architects Press, 1988 . 

I 
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Waiting area with quilted decorati on. 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

' · One of the good things that this facility has is the fact that the physical 

appearance does not tell much about characteristic of a hospital. It 

appears to be more like home. This characteristic, eventually, create 

less intimidation and more comfortness. 

The interior corridors serve as visually animated areas while patient 

rooms feature colors and materials that establish a pleasantly restful 

mood. A community quilting project was established to emphasize the 

personal attention being given to the facility. The graphic focus of each 

patient room is a 24-by-36-inch, wall-mounted, handmade quilt . 

Therefore, a "homelike" design can reduce the feeling of intimidation 

---· toward medical facility. In healthcare design, interior spaces slto1dd 

be seriously considered to emphasize a pleasantly restful mood. 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

Project: Muncie Eye Center34 

Architect: Boyd/Sobieray Associates, Inc. 

Location: 
1~~::::.0~~~i:~~. l . . · 

Approximate date: 1987 

- ·~ea ~ .... . 
I 

I ! 
i r T 

-~ii J · r . r-- .. _:.....-ir-~I 

,J •• -
Outpatient bedroom. 

This comprehensive diagnostic and f eatures an 
ambulatory eye surgery center, an eye clinic, a public conference area, 

and a space for an optical shop. The exterior image of this fac ility 

offers a variety of glazing systems which relate to the technical functions 

of the building program. 

34 Ibid, p 48-49 . 
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Ext e rio r view of the fa c t/tty. 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

In this facility, lighting is seriously integrated into the design. There is 
a sky lighted atrium which serves as a waiting area for patients and their 

a comfortable setting around 

Thus, lighting, whether natural or artificial, can create sense of 
comfort and laealing. r 

.... ...... 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN 

... 
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Project: 

Architect: 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

Alexandria Hospital Birthing Center33, 
Oudens + Knoop, Architects, PC 
Washington, DC. 

Location: Alexandria, Virginia. 
Approximate date: 1987 

Patient bedroom. 

This newly renovated birthing center 1s one of the series of recent 
alteration to a 440-bed general acute care community hospital. The 
birthing center transforms a vacant nursing unit into seven new birthing 

33 Ibid, p 100-1O1. 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

and family living room suites plus an improved nurses' station and 

support facilities for the entire maternity service. 

This facility emphasizes on interior design. This carefully detailed 

project features excellent interior design with a conservative 

noninstitutional flavor. 

Titus feeling of intimidation and discomfort can be eliminated by 

designing excellent and genius interior spaces. 
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t Lat has homelih1 en vlronm11nt. 
Waiting area " 
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Project: Tuttleman Center36 

Interior designer: KPA Design Group 

Location: Philadelphia 

Approximate date: 1991 

Room wtth MRI equipment has a statn11d glass 
mural depi cting a ltly pond. Mural ts 
continously flowing Image mad11 In two-ft. 
modules for factlttate i nstallatlonln a standard 
suspended cei l i ng. 

CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

The designers claimed that this project has the integration between high

tech medicine and art world. The designers integrate stained glass 
ceiling murals because of their concern for the patients' eyes while lying 

36 Andrea Loukin, "Tuttleman Center," Interior Design, April 1992, p 110-11 l. 
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CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 

on the accelerator. murals are located overhead and extend down the 
wall, for this is the patient's circle of vision while undergoing a 
procedure or treatment. Incorporating art work into the high-tech 
medicine is an excellent approach because the art work can draw away 
patient's attention toward the treatment. 

Mu ral statn•d glass on th• s 11.spendt1d cetltng 
t L• wall in the radia t ion conttnu.011.s to " 

trt1atmt1nt room. 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Most of the activities that occur in this facility are passive because of 

the nature of the facility itself. Basically the activities are categorized 

into two parts :. primary and secondary activities. 

Primary Activities Secondary Activities 

.diagnosis and evaluation .visiting 

. simulation . examination 

. waiting .counseling 

. chemotherapy .interaction with other 

.radiation therapy patients 

.surgery .administration 

.research and study .service 

. treatment .dining 

.inpatient care .meditate 

.gowning 

However, those activities are tentative. They may be changed or 

added during the design process regarding to new information received. 
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Activity 

Description 

Participants 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Diagnosis and evaluation. 

This is the first activity that the new patient will 
encounter. The radiologist will diagnose and 
evaluate the dimension of cancer that the patient 

has. 

Radiologist, therapists and patients. 

No. Participants 2-4 

Time 

Space Req'd 

8 a.m - 10 p.m (apply to other activities otherwise 

stated) 

2 rooms for diagnostic 
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Activity 

Description 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Simulation 

A treatment that use an equipment called simulator. 

A simulator is a piece of x-ray equipment that is 

used to define the treatment area and supply 

measurements for treatment calculations. The 

machine also does fluoroscopy to enable the 

oncologist to watch the simulation on video. During 

this procedure the patient's body is mark with 

permanent pens to enable the technologist to target 

and position the equipment properly m future 

treatment. 

Participants Oncologist, technologist and patient. 

No. Participants 2-4 people 

Radiation therapy s i mulator room, University Space Req'd 
Hospital, University of Michigan Medical centllr 
(A1111 Arbor. Ml} 

Architect: Albert Kaltn Associates. Inc., 
Architects and Englnellrs: Annll Scltallhorn 
Par!er. University of Michigan Hospital Design 
Oroup: Photograpltllr : Balthazar Korab Ltd. 

1 stimulator room 
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Radiati on therapy lobby featur e s indi re~~ 
lighting the warmth of bri ck and an over~ 
colo r p~lette of coc oa and apricot; Unive rs ity 

. . f Mt c L1·gan Ml/ dl cal Hospital, Uni ve r 11 ty o " 
Cente r (Ann Arbor, WI) 

Activity 

Description 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Waiting 

Waiting becomes part of the routine for undergoing 

a series of treatments . The patient becomes 

accustomed to seeing the same patients, as visits are 

often scheduled for the same time each day. 

Friendship and social interaction become a 

positive aspect of treatment for some patients, 

although those who are depressed or self-concious 

about their appearance (baldness, pallor) may prefer 

privacy. Patients often arrive for treatment with 

companions in order to have someone to talk with or 

because of a n.eed transportation. 

No. Participants 10-15 people 

Space Req'd 1 waiting lobby 

1 secondary waiting area 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 
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Blood drawing room, Canc11r Care C11nt11r 
Framtn~ham Union Hozpita/ (Framing, MA) ' 

111 
Ar~h1t11ct : TRO/ Th11 Ritchie Organization; 

t~nor design : IDS/ Interior Design Syztemz, a 
cltvuion of TRO; Photographer: R. Micrut 
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Activity 

Description 

Chemotherapy 

Chemotherapy refers to the use of drugs or 

medications to treat disease. Anticancer treatment is 

usually given in one of three ways: 

(1) Orally (by mouth). 

(2) Intramuscularly (by injection into a muscle). 

(3) Intravenously (by injection into a vein, which is 

done by putting a needle under the skin into the 

vein, and then slowly injecting the medication[ s]. 

Some anticancer drugs may be mixed in a bottle of 

fluid and allowed to drip into a vein. ) 

These treatments modality 1s developing more 

rapidly than any other and is thought to possess the 

greatest potential for future development. The 

treatment might consist of several cycles that lasting 

several days to several weeks . Treatment on 

an individual day might last eight to ten 

hours, during this time a patient may lie down or sit 

in a recliner chair. For certain types of cancer, 

chemotherapy may be the patient's only hope for 

survival, although the treatment is a very stressful 

and causes the significant side effects (nausea, 

vomiting, diarrhea, anorexia, difficult swallowing, 
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Participants 

Space Req'd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

soreness of the mouth, weakness, fatigue, difficult 

walking, bleeding, weight loss, hair loss, generalized 

aches and pains, and suppression of the immune 

system) . Patients often receive chemotherapy in an 

outpatient setting such as the cancer center. 

However, patients have the right of knowing they 

can live at home yet have access to treatment and 

care around the clock. 

An oncologist and a patient. 

10 chemotherapy rooms 

4 oncologist I technologist offices 
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Radiation therapy linear acceierator room, 
Morton Plant Hospital (Largo, PL) 

Interio r design : Pauline Obrentz Interiors, 
Jnc., Kathryn Stephens, AS/ D, /B D, designer; 
Photographer: Ooerge Cott 

Activity 

Description 

Participants 

No. Participant 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Radiation Therapy 

Radiation therapy may be done on an inpatient or 

outpatient basis, although most treatment tend to be 
outpatient. A course of radiation treatment may run 

anywhere from two weeks to three months. It 

begins with a highly skilled radiation oncology team 

evaluating the patient's tumor and planning the 

method of treatment. A radiation oncologist, 

physicist, technologist, and nurse all work together 

to guide the course of treatment and provide 

emotional support and reassurance. The patient's 

introduction to treatment begins in the simulator 
room and is fallowed by daily visits to receive 

carefully targeted doses of radiation. On each visit 
the patient usually changes into a gown for the daily 
treatment and 1s weighed and examined by a 

physician on a 

regular basis. 

An oncologist, a physician, technologist, nurse, and 

patient. 

4-5 people 
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Space Req'd 2 cobalt rooms 

1 mammogram room 

1 superficial x-ray room 

1 oncologist's office 

1 physician's office 

1 technologist's office 

Nurses' station space 
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Activity 

Description 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Surgery 

The objective of cancer surgery is to remove tumors 

before they have grown too large or have spread. 

During interoperative surgery, the tumor is directly 

exposed to radiation prior to the wound being 

closed.37 

Participants Oncologists, surgeons, nurses, and patient. 

No. participants 4-6 people. 

Space Req'd 1 operating room 

1 scrub-up space 

2 sterilizing supplies rooms 

2 lockers spaces 

1 supervisor room 

1 clean-up room 

1 storage room 

1 anesthesia room 

37 Jane Malkin, Hospital Interior Architecture, New York : Van Nostrand 
Reinhold, 1992, p 51. 
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laboratory fll ature s uncommon 
amenities: outstan d ing a rch i t ectural de si gn, 
u cellent lig hting, g ood use of color, a nd 
healthy li ve p lants a nd cascadi ng fro m plant 
so/fits: DNAX Re searc h In stitute of M ol ecular 
and Cllllul ar Biology (Palo ALto, CA) 

Activity 

Description 

Participants 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Research and Study 

Research and study of cancer and its causing-agents 

will be conducted in a laboratory. Opportunity will 

also be given to medical students who interested in 

cancer research. 

Biochemistrists , Radiologists, 

Oncologists, and medical students 

No. Participants 6-8 people 

Space Req'd 1 Hematology space 

1 Urinalysis biochemistry space 

1 Histology space 

1 Serology & Bacteriology space 

1 specimen toilet 

1 exam and test room 

1 pathologist's office 

1 technician locker and toilet 

1 sterilizing I storage room 

1 venipuncture cubicle 

1 secretary clerk-typist/waiting 

Architec tu re and i n t e ri o r design ; Ko rnberg 
AuoclaU s: Phot ograp hllr: Ge rald Ratto ~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Nature scene surrounds and relaxes patients tn 
linear accelerator treatment room; Stanford 
University Medical Center (Palo Alto, CA) 

Photo images: Joey Fischer/Art Research 
Institute Limited 
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Activity 

Description 

Participants 

Space Re'qd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Treatment 

The radiation treatment itself takes only a few 

minutes, but ten minutes may be required each time 

to position the patient and set up the lead molds that 

are inserted into the machine to direct the angle of 

radiation to the targeted area. The technologist 

positions the patient by adjusting the table and 

rotating the machine . Foam molds or sandbags may 

be used to maintain the patient's body position m a 

certain position. The technologist leaves the room 

during the radiation treatment to avoid the 

cumulative exposure to radiation but observes the 

patient through closed-circuit television. The patient 

and the technologist can talk to each other by using 

two-way intercom. After positioning the 

patient, an x-ray film may be taken to compare with 

the previous visits. In order the laser light that used 

to position patients to be visible, positioning is done 

in a dark room. 

Technologist and a patient. 

l secondary treatment room. 
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Activity 

Description 

Participants 

Space Req'd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Inpatient Care 

Usually the patient will just lie down on bed. Severe 

nausea is one of the effect from chemotherapy. In 

order to fight the effect, three or four drugs are 

used. Thus these drugs causes dizziness, blurred 

vision confusion. 

Two patients in a room. 

5 inpatient rooms 
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Activity 

Description 

Participants 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Gowning 

Gowning is a significant part of the treatment 
protocol because it symbolizes the transfer from 
autonomy to committing oneself for treatment. 
Wearing a gown may create discomfort to those 

whose cultural backgrounds have taboos for nudity. 

Thus a combination 

while waiting for 

normally weighed 

consistency. 

Patients and nurses 

of gown and robe is necessary 

the treatment. Patients are 

after gowning to achieve 

No . Participants 4-6 people 

Space Req'd 6 changing room with lockers for personal 

belongings. 

1 waiting room 

2 toilets 

1 nurse counter space 
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Ho1pltal l obby with ambience of fine hotel . 
Scripps Memorial Hospital (Encinitas, CA) 

Arclutect: Brown Oimber Rodriguez Pare: 
Interior design: Ja ne MaJhn Inc.: 
Photographer: Sandra Williams 

Activity 

Description 

Participants 

No. participants 

Time 

Space Req'd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Visiting 

Psychologically, visiting is an important event 

because the patients will feel that they are being 

cared. In the Asian countries, visiting has become 

part of the culture. Not only the family will visit 

but also the relatives and friends. 

Patient's family, relatives and friends. 

3-4 people per patient. 

12 p.m - 2 p.m and 5 p.m -7 p.m 

1 waiting lobby 
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Activity 

Description 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

E:z:amination 

Physician will examine the condition of the patient 
who has received treatment. 

Participants Physicians and patients 

No. Participants 2 people. One on one examination. 

Space Req'd 2 examination rooms. 
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Activity 

Description 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Meditating 

Patients or visitors will meditate themselves by 

means of praying, silence, calmness, as well as 

creating art. 

Participants Patients, visitors, and children. 

No. Participants 10-15 people. 

Space Req'd 1 praying room for men 

1 praying room for women 

1 art studio 
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Activity 

Description 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Counseling 

Counseling is also essential in the Cancer Center 

because of the psychological impacts that the 
patients will receive. Counseling is range from 

emotional or psychological counseling to diet. In 
Malaysia, religious and faith counseling is also 
practiced. 

Participants Counselors and patients . 

No. Participants 2 people. One on one counseling. 

Space Req'd 1 counseling room. 
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Brightly colored gypsum- board baffles tn 
scylight well add a playful quality to employee 
cafetHi a. Lipo:some Te chnology Inc. (Me nlo 
Parl:, CA) 

Architecture and interior design: Kornberg. 
Photographer: Oerald Ratio 

Activity 

Description 

Participants 

No. Participants 

Space Req'd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Interaction with other patients 

Friendship with other patients is also important to 

be able to share and discuss their feeling about the 

illness, which is often not possible at home where a 

patient may wish to protect the family from the 

pain. 

Patients and workers . 

10-15 people 

1 cafeteria 

1 lounge 
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Activity 

Description 

Participants 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Administration 

The administration department will handle the 

admitting process of new patients and keep the 

medical record. It is important that the 

administration department has a strong relationship 

with other workers and the patients. It also will 

consist the receptionist. 

Principal (Head of Oncologist) record keeper, 

receptionist, and personnel (Technologist) 

No. participants 5-6 people. 

Space Req'd 1 principal office 

1 record room 

1 receptionist counter 

1 personnel office 
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Activity 

Description 

Participants 

No . Participants 

Time 

Space Req'd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Receiving I Delivering 

Medicine, and new apparatus that are just arrived 

have be inspected and recorded. Food truck will 

load the food every morning. 

Supervisor, clerk, 3 general employees, deliver man. 

5-6 people 

8:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m. 

1 loading I unloading area 

1 inspection room 

1 record room 

1 storage 
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Activity Cleaning and Maintaining 

Description All areas of the facility, interior and exterior, 

always need to kept clean, unimpaired, in due 

condition and in operation. The maintenance and 

cleaning, however, must be performed in a way so 

that it will not conflict with the patients visit hours . 

Participants Janitors, Maintenance Personnels . 

No. Participants 6 people 

Time 8:00 a.m to 6:00 p.m maintenance 

10:00 p .m to 12:00 a.m cleaning 

Space Req'd 2 Janitor rooms 

1 Storage 
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Activity 

Description 

Cafeteria. Saint Joseph Hospital (Bellingham, Participants 
WA) 
Archtt•ct: Kaplan McLaughtn Diaz: Interior 
duign: Balzhiser Group: Photographllr: 
Stephen Cridland No. participants 

Space Req'd 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

Dining 

Mixing dining between workers and patients is an 

essential psychological aspect. In this manner, 

there will not be any separation between the 

workers and the patients. Relationship between 

workers and patients will allow free conversation 

about the illness problem that the patients have. 

Workers and patients. 

15-20 people. 

1 cafeteria 

1 workers I patients lounge 
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ACTIVITY ANAL VS IS 

REFERENCE 
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MACHINE RV 

18 MeV BETATRON 

The dimensions are given m millimeters for the Betatron, and for the 

minimum space required. These are reported by Craig N . Trimble , 

thesis programming 1977, from Siemen's manufacturers literature. 

The plan shown is only to give the designer minimum space requirement, 

and a feel for the machine placement within the space. The Betatron 

should be placed against the wall behind the rear of the machine. 

This machine fires high energy electrons in the form of a linear 
accelerator. It is used for deep cancer therapy. Using electrons insures 

that deep lying tissues are spared. 

The power requirements call for a three-phase current supply of 

220/380V, 60 Hz. 
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10ace requirements for the 18-MeV Betatron are low. The 
.ii radiation-protected treatment room should have a floor 
. ol about 30 m'. a size such as is also required for the 

: 111.£0 units. For the installation of the electrical equipment 
-i:hine room having a floor area of approximately 10 m' 

.. : be provided which. however, requires no radiat ion pro· 
· ,n. Sy reason of these favourable condition~. the install a· 
· ol the 18·MeV Betatron is often also possible in such rooms, 
.• :i:ch a cobalt unit was previously installed, provided the 
111()11 protection is appropriately increased. It is not pos· 

· ·: 10 give precise data es to the required thickness of the 
111on protective walls and ceiling of the treatment room. 
direct radiation an approximate figure of 1 m of baryta 
·1e1e can be assumed. 

• : >tion protective walls which are hit only by $Caltered 
. >t'Oll require a thickness of approximately 1 m of normal 
:•tit . 

MACHINERY 

Special protective measures against neutrons end radioactivi ty 
are not necessary since the appropriate intcr.sitie s or concen· 
trations are so low at t8 MeV that they can be neglected. 

The entrance to the treatment room is conveniently protected 
by means of a concrete wall so that the protection provided by 
the door itself is of secondary importance. For patient observe· 
tion either lead-glass windows or a television system can be 
used. 

For planning work and for the determination of the space re
quirements etc. our p lanning department is available, which 
has wide experience in the planning end installation of Beta· 
tron systems. For each' project. extensive constructional and 
installat ion plans are worked out which contain all the details 
required for execution . 

.. ----- ---- ---·--------- -·---·-·-- ·- ··-- - -·· --- - -
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18·MeV Bctatton 200 A 
Treatment coud' 
Control Consol~ 
E0~Pansiorvconuac11on module 

•Shibutor 
Oil cooling se t 
Cornpressor 
~ondenser bal!ery 
p 0 ndtnser battery 
ump set 

0 00 

0 0 
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13 12 
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11 Elr.ct•oniu cobinet 
12 Mainscabinet 
13 T1ansformcr cabinet 
14 Converter 
15 Blower for yoke cooling 
16 Microphonc/ loudspuker 
17 TV camera on st•nd 
18 Fixed TV camera 
19 Monitor 
20 luminous display 

--·------· ··-- ·----·----
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-'-~~--'-~~-""-~~..u.~~~ ..... _J_ 
-------·--~----

b ~ tt~H~:.~ ~~~ment 
c = Wall track height 
d = Heid height, ad:u:11t:o 
e = Pendulum oxis he19h1, •df 
f = Pcnd1Jlum radi~s. ad1ust~~Ar1 

g = Re~ch of head 
h = Minimum room height 
i = Floor track spac;ng 

le a: Ccntrel ray d1sltnco 
u = Pendulum angle. adju•tet.I~ " = Pendulum angle, ad1ustJblt 
y .. Rotation of head 
b = Rota tion of hood 

2710m.,, 
!000 mm 
(ll()S moo) 
]1(). .1990,,.,., 
7;t)-1 ZI'\"' r • .. , 
seo-o;:, mm 
1(1Amm 
2&80 "'"' 
(9CUmm) 
1900mm 
mn.<, 1:0· 
mu :10' 
~10' 
130" __ J 



MACHINERY 

GAMMATRON 180 F 

The dimensions are given in millimeters for the Gammatron, and also for 
the minimum space required. These are also taken from the same source 
as Betatron. 

This unit uses cobalt for its radiation source. The 180 F designation 
shows the emitter has a beam shield for safety purposes. Cobalt is 
known for its constants intensity which is important in treatment of 
special cancers. Also this machine treats large fields of cancer. 

The power supply needed is a lkV A transformer with an alternating 

current of 220V. 
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emergency Off switch for cutting off 
the equipment in the case of a fault, 
on the operating console and hand
switch; 

Shutter system: .. 
mechanical indication of the posiuon 
of the shuller by means of a red/green 
disc at the sourcehead, . . 
electrical display of the pos1t1on of the 
shutter by means of lamps on the 
operating console: 
green: source in the Off positio~ . 
red 1: source not in the Off pos11ton 
red 2: source not in the ON position 
display (yellow) on the operati~g. 
console indicates when the rad1auon 
can be switched on, 
connection of further displays (green
yellow-red) provided for, e . g. for the 
treatment room; 

emergency switch for polarity reversal 
of the shutter motor (for enhancement 
of the shutter-return force) and for 
motor-driven closure of the collimator; 

in addition, the source can be returned 
by hand; protection from unauthorized 
switching on of the radiation by means 
of a safety key switch. 

Mechanical movements : 
electronic monitoring of the rotatory . 
movement of the supporting arm in 
moving-beam therapy, 
Clll·olf of the radiation if rotation is 
stopped, 

salety limit switch for int~rrupting the 
•otatory movement if, during pendulum 
therapy, no reversal of the direction of 
•otation is effected at the final angles. 

Dimensions fo r planning purposes 

l~ following sketches show, in plan 
¥oew, the important dimensions of the 
GAMMATRON S and the table, for the 
Du•POse of project planning. 

-"' impertant difference with respect 
10 Planning purposes, is to be seen in 
11,. varying mobility of the sourcehead. 
1
" ~.models with simple sourcehead 
"'Obil1ty, protection against direct 
'ld If " ~ •oo is needed only in the pendu-
lold Plllne. In the models with two-
..... '<>urcehead movement, protection 
-vo•llSt direct radiation must be 
Prti.nt to a much greater degree. 

~individual case, this depends 
..._,,_~ es~ablishment of the per
-- rtg100 of the useful radiation 

beam. The ceiling height necessary for 
the accommodation of the GAMMA
TRON S can be seen for the indicated 
mounting of the ceiling-suspended 
handswitch, in the dimensional 
drawing on the reverse side. If this 
ceil ing height is not available, the 
point of suspension of the hand· 
switch can be shifted with respect to 
the given, optimal, position. In this 
way, a reduction of the necessary 
ceiling height can be achieved. 

Gammatron S with Z·table 

Gammatron S with S·table 
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Remarks 
Legal regulations: 
The accommodation and operation of 
cobalt-60 therapy units ero regulated 
by legal requirements; 
for the incorporated uranium compo· 
nents, additional regulations apply. 

Transport details 
The stand of the GAMMATRON S with 
supporting arm is delivered as largest 
element mounted on a mobile 
transport trolley; 
weight approximately 2000 kg 
length 186 cm 
width 110cm 
height 155 cm (Model 180, 180 K) 
height 200 cm (Model 180 f) 
total weight of the GAMMATRON S: 
with radiation shield 
approximately 5000 kg 
with counterweight 
approximately 50i)() kg 
floor fra me approximately 500 kg 

Prelnstallatlon 
The parts necessary tor prior install•· 
tion (floor frame, small components) 
can be obtained in advance. 

Power supply 
Alternating current 220 V, 50 or 60 Hz, 
power consumption opproximately 
1 kVA max. 

Special models 
Apart from the standard models of the 
GAMMATRON S already mentioned, 
with a source - axis distance of 80 cm, 
the following special versions can be 
gelivered: 

Model SAD Loadi~g head radla
axes lion 

shield 
capacity 

- ---
80 80cm •500 R/hm no 
80 f 80cm 4500 R/hm yes 

180 Kf 80 cm 9000 Rthm yes 
80 K 80cm 4500 ruhm no 
80 Kf 80 cm 4500 iUhm y~s 

The sour~ehead with a maxin1:im 
loading capacitt of 4500 IUh at 1 m 
does not differ extE' roially from the 
sourcehead for a 1natim•im of 9COO PJ h 
at 1 m. The smaller loading capacnv 
is achieved by inco1p::.rAhng different 
uranium components inside. The radii · 
tion protection complie~ with the same 
regulations as do'!~ the source head 
providing a maximum of 9000 R/h at 
1m. 



MACHINERY 

DERMOPAN 11 

The machinery dimensions are still in millimeters . This machine is 
commonly known as a Skin Set, and is specifically to treat surface skin 
cancers. It also helps take the patient load off of the supervoltage 
machines. Dermopan 11 emits x-rays for treatment, and can be a mobile 
unit. 

The machine can function off a standard 220V source . 
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MACHINERY 

MAMMOGRAM 

A mammogram is an x-ray of the breast. It can reveal tumors too small 

to be felt and can show other changes in the breast that doctors believe 

may suggest cancer. 

In mammography, the breast is pressed between two plates; some 

pressure is applied to get a clear picture. Usually, two x-rays are taken 

for each breast, one from the top and one from the side. 

Although some women are concerned about radiation exposure, the risk 

is very small. 
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Technical Data 

J.ray generator built into control desk 

tubt orm 
-:wnted on control desk, extends up 
·: r.•S m distance between tube focus 
1·.d control desk, tube shield rotates 
1>0Ut several axes. Height of tube fo· 

1 :.1 above the floor can be varied be· 
··ten 91 cm and 1 S3 cm 

I-ray lube wilh beryllium window 
· ,pe AEW sons o 

Tubt cooling 
'om water mains or by cooling set. 
-.er requirements : 208-220 volts A.C., 

or 60 Hz. Other mains voltages 
·•<uire a small transformer 

Optional 1ccenoriH 
Conical applic11or for 30 cm FSD, field 
size 12 cm diameter 

Pyramid applicator for 30 cm FSD, field 
size 20 cm by 20 cm. 

Lead-glass applicator with adaptor for 
mounting on lube shield for 30 cm FSD 
and a field size of 1 cm, 2 cm, 3 cm and 
• cm diameter. 

Grid cone for mounting on lead-glass 
applicator for ~ cm opening diameter 
with plexiglass disk, lead grid with 
two cover rings for 20•/, and 30•/e ex· 
posed area, and two insert rings with 
inside diameter of 2 cm and 3 cm re· 
spectively. 
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Adapters for haemangioma treatment, 
slide with diaphragms, for five cm FSD 
and fi eld sizes of 1 cm, 2 cm and 3 cm 
diameter. 

Epilation adapter with centering rod 
for 30 cm FSD. 

Lead-rubber corners 0.2S mm Pb equi· 
valent, sheet width 8 cm, sheet le11g1h 
Hem. 

We reserve the righl 1om1ke any 1hera1ion1. 



MACHINERY 

THERAPY -SIMULATOR 

This piece of equipment is used for diagnostic purposes. It increases the 
precision of the dosage, and methods for therapy planning. It actually 

determines the aiming of the supervoltage machines. 

The simulator is an X-ray unit. It has a fluoroscope. "The power 

requirements are a 150kV source. "38 

ARTRONICS PC12 COMPUTER 

This computer is a desk top, programmable computer. The arithmetic 
programming is handled by small computer cards. The machine is used 

to plot the path of radioactive waves during, and after patient treatment. 
The Nuclear Physicist uses this data for shielding of the patient during 

treatment. The computer is powered by any standard 11 OV outlet. 

38 P. Dunnigan, Prospectus for a Cancer Radiation Treatment Facility, 
Lubbock, Tx: TTU School of Medicine, 15 Nov 1976. 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

The spaces in this facility are categorized into two - primary spaces and 

secondary spaces. Most of the primary spaces are public spaces and 

treatment spaces. However, the public spaces still allow privacy for the 

patients who have self-concious. The secondary spaces will support the 

main spaces. 

Primary Spaces Secondary Spaces 

. waiting areas . examination room 

. simulator room . counselor room 

. chemotherapy rooms . art studio 

. radiation treatment . praying rooms 

. surgery suite . lounge 

. laboratory . dining 

. inpatient bedrooms . administration area 

. gowning area . toilets 

. diagnostic rooms . cafeteria 

. lobby . loading area 

. janitors 

. storage 
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Main lobby. 
HI) 
Architscture and intsrio r ds3ign : Media Five 
Llmt t sd; Photographer: Ro n Starr 

SPACE ANALYSIS 

Waiting areas 

The waiting room should provide spacious space for wheelchairs to be 

integrated with other seating, rather than placed at the end of a row of 
chairs or in the middle of the room. An aquarium is a nice diver sion 
and built-in planters can create privacy groupings. Seating must have 

arms and a straight back, be stable, and have a firm, high seat. warm 

colors and texture in carpeting, wall coverings, artwork, and wood 

trim may help to relieve patients' anxiety and make their companions 

more comfortable. 
A subwaiting area allows gowned patients to wait out of view of those 

in the primary waiting room. 
Amenities (rest room, drinking fountain, telephone, reading material, 

games) should be provided for the patients' companions to kill the time 

and avoid boredom. 
Wherever possible, the waiting area should be accessible to an outdoor 

patio or garden. It helps to relieve the boredom of waiting and help to 

soothe anxiety, and the fresh air sometimes makes a nauseous patient 

feel better. Comfortable seating should be provided. 
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Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

400 sf and 150 sf 

2 

550 sf 

2.7% 

15 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Simulator 

A space where the patients receive an initial treatment. In this space, 

a carpeted floor is not recommended because barium is sometimes 

used and patients are sometimes incontinent or may vomit. Gentian 

violet or other marking agents might spill and stain the floor. The 
equipment and the procedure may be frightening to first-time patient; 

therefore, distraction such as a graphic design on the wall or artwork 

would be appropriate. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

500 sf 

2 

1000 sf 

4.9% 

4 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Chemotherapy Areas 

Since the patient who receives this kind of treatment will lie down or 

sit in a recliner from eight to ten hours , diversions such as television 

(with headphones) and VCRs are important to help pass the long hours 

during chemotherapy. Views of nature ( gardens, courtyards, 

mountains) may help patients relax and allow them to focus on 

something other than the treatment. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

150 sf 

10 

1500 sf 

7.4% 

12 people 
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Radiation therapy linear accelerator room 
f•atur11s realisti c trompe J 'otttl mural to proYide 
piychologtcal escape route, and Cibachrome 
trallilparencies of bougainviJJea placed in lenses 
of light fi:dure further enhance outdoor image; 
Scrlpp1 Memorial Hospital (La JoJJa. C.A.) 

lntuior design : Jain Ma/tin Inc.; 
Photographer: John Cltrlstta11; Ctbacltromes; 
Jo 11y Ptsch(lr/Art Research Institute Limited 

-------

SPACE ANALYSIS 

Radiation Treatment Area 

Certain aspects of the treatment room may cause anxiety. The 

tomblike chamber typically has a maze entry somewhat resembling a 

chambered nautilus shell. A six to eight-inch-thick lead door leads to 

a chamber of two to three-foot-thick concrete walls and ceiling, which 

evokes an eerie sensation of quiet; patients can hear their own 

breathing. The absence of natural light or familiar points of reference 

may be compensated for by a trompe l'oeil mural to provide a 

psychological escape route. Photos of nature may be used in the 

lenses of light fixture s to stimulate outdoors and relieve anxiety. 

When the patients lie on the linear accelerator, the focus object will be 

on the ceiling. A mobile or sculpture overhead is often appreciated. 

The used of stained glass on the ceiling is an excellent idea to 

stimulate skylight. Indirect lighting is necessary to prevent glare from 

overhead fluorescence. A high level of lighting is not needed in this 

room except when the physician needs to examine a patient in the 

treatment position. Lighting by a dimmer should also be considered. 

Linear accelerators produce ozone when they emit radiation, and 

patients may develop nausea. Carpet is not desirable in this room 

because some patients vomit. The hard-surface flooring needs to be 

extremely durable as well as resilient because sometimes lead molds 

drop and scratch the flooring . Resiliency is important f or the 

technologists who work in the room all day. 
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Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

SPACE ANALYSIS 

650 sf 

2 

1300 sf 

6.5% 

6 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Surgery Suite 

To reduce the anxiety of the patient who might be intimidated by the 
high-tech equipment, appropriate colors and textures are recommended 
in this area. There are other specific spaces in this suite to support 

the whole space. The surgery suite consists of an operating room, 

scrub-up space, sterilizing supplies room, locker spaces, supervisor 

room, clean-up room, storage, and anesthesia room. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

1080 sf 

1 

1080 sf 

5.4% 

6 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Laboratory 

Small laboratory is needed to analyze and diagnose the disease . The 

laboratory should be adjacent to the treatment area and oncologist 

office for conveniency. The laboratory area will consist of all the 

spaces described in the diagram. Hard-flooring and durable flooring is 

needed in these spaces to maintain the cleanliness of the working 

space. Good ventilation should also be provided to reduce the smell or 

fume of the chemicals in the laboratory. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

1340 sf 

1 

1340 sf 

6.6% 

10 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Fig. 3 Penpectlve view of laboratory for general hoapltol of 150 to 200 beda. fi9 . 4 Dlag,..., of piping behind loboratory worlcben<hea. 

LEGEND 

1. O.k, 10 by •O In., alasle pedeotal 27. Table tor Banard trip balanco 

2. Flllns cabinat, lat tar oiM ta. W uta paper ,...p&aclo 

a. Countar, SG-in. ~h n. Wril'lr&tor, I cu. ft. 

4. Stainins aiak SO. Rcfril'lr&tor, blood bank 

6. Cup oink SJ . Worktable 

6. Analytical balance 12. Mlcro· homalocrlt contrlful'I 

7. Counter, S6-in. hish SS. Eumlnatlon tablo 

8. Cabinoto with adjuatablo obolno, below co11ater 34. l..aY&tory 

9. Electric 1trip outlet.a, cont.inuou.• 35. Bual met.aboll1m apparatua 

10. Bookc... 36. Eloctrocardiosraph 

11. Utility alak 37. Hook atrlp 

12. Gu OQtlet SB. Table, 24 by H la. 

IS. Tahlo for iaasulan 39. Stor.,. eabinoto 

14. Suction 011tJ1t 40. Water 11111, 1-6 saJ1. por hr. 

16. Compreued air outlet 41. Adult aealo 

16. Table for lnatnimonto 42. Pumo hood 

17. Stralsht cbair 43. Doublo-podeotal om.. dak 

18. Stool 44. Ollco chair, awlnl, with arma 

19. Two-eompartm.nt alnk I-la. deep ; drainboard.- 46. NonconoalYO mo&al -rk aurfaco; pltcb to alnk 

noaconoal•o metal; - boanla abon drainboard. 46. Typowrlt.or d•k 

zo. Cablnot wlth truh rocep&aclo on lnaldt of door 47. Poot11ro chair 

II . Utility cart •&. Technician•' loclton 

12. Laboratory pnuaro atariliMr 49. Spocimon rocol•lns tabl• 

IS. Hot air o••n 60. 1Wq11 .. t !It with plpon boloo 

14. Incubator 61. Slldo alt cabinet 

16. Sholl or table for analytical balance 62. Mlcroocopo table 

le. Contriflll'I 63. Elthaut hood 

Fig. 1 (a) l'lan A (70.000 to 120.000 tHta annually) for average alzo of 150 to 200 beda. (b) l'lon a 
(40,000 to 75.000 tosh annually) for .,,.,.go alzo of 100 to 150 beda. (<) l'lan C (20.000 to 30.000 

tosh -Uy) for leu thon 100 beda. 
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64. Euy •hair 
66. Wall-hnr wat.or cl-t 
M . Paper towel diaponMr 
67. Grab bar, conUnQOGa 
68. Em.,,.ncy eaU •talion (puah button) connoei.d 

to bllQtr at MCretary'1 4-k 
69. Tolopboao outlot 
60. lnt.ercommonk •t,lon •T•'4m outlet 
11. Buu.r at nceptlont1t'1 dftk from amtr~ncr 

calllnr atatloaa 
6%. Hook on tolltl·aldo of door 
63. i'iro 01tlnrul1bor 
64. PUl·~rouirlo Mt-• toilet aad laboratory 
16. Ez)wul air srilt. a.., aoor 
ea. wall eablnot 
17. Itefrt....-tor, 11 ea. ft. 
68. Plpttte wubor 
et. S bolf, for pipette wubor, 10 In. abo•t ftoo r 
70. l"oldlnr door · 
71. Tablo for •l .. trocarcllopaplo 
72. Window 
73. Curtain 
74. Sink wlth oi..trlc waat.o dlapooa) 
76. Carbon dluldo eyUnct.r 
78. Gu eyllnct.n 11nct.r table 
77. Sholf f or 11rlno boltl• 
71. Drawon wltlo adJuatablo alMl•H, bolo• counter 



Pati1111t room. La Pasada at Pare c11ntre (Green 
Valley, Tucson, AZ) 
Architect: Eng/ebnzcht and Ori/fin: Interior 
dutg11: Life Designs: Photographtlr: Michael 
Schoe11feld 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Inpatient Bedrooms 

Basically, in Cancer Center, bedrooms are not essentially needed. 
However, busy patterns in wallcovering and strong colors should not 
be used at the level where the patient will see them while lying in bed. 
A wood molding might be placed around the room at a certain height 
with a softly patterned wall-paper above it where the patient can look 
at it if he or she chooses. Lighting should be controlled by the patient 
from the bed. Large clocks and wall calendars enhance patients reality 
orientation . 

Floor Area 

Number of Unit 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

200 sf 

5 

1000 sf 

5.0% 

2 per room 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Gowning Area 

The dressing room in this area should have a door that can be locked, 

a secure place for personal belongings, a bin for the soiled gown and 

robe, a bench, a shelf for clean gowns, and a mirror. A carpet.ed floor 

is desirable to create a homelike environment. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

200 sf 

2 

400 sf 

2% 

8 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Diagnostic Rooms 

The diagnostic room is one of the introduction space for the new 

patient. This space must create sense of welcoming to reduce 

intimidation and discomfort. It is possible that the interior should be 

resemblance familiar space such as home. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

180 sf 

2 

360 sf 

1.8% 

4 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Examination Areas 

Small space should be enough to accommodate the task of examine the 
patient. The exam room should be adjacent to simulator room. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

100 sf 

2 

200 sf 

1% 

4 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Counselor Room 

The environment m this space should create calmness and relaxation. 

If possible, the space should stimulate a "homelike' environment in 

order for the patient and the counselor feel at home and consequently 

can talk to each other in a comfortable environment. 

Total Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

200 sf 

1 

200 sf 

1% 

3 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Prayer Rooms 

This is the place of meditation for the patients, workers, and visitors. 

The space will be separated from public to avoid noise. The space will 

also have a calm and comfort environment. The prayer rooms should 

allow access to the views of nature. Natural ventilation should be 

emphasized in these spaces to enhance the quality of natural setting. 

Total Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

300 sf 

2 

600 sf 

3% 

15 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Art Studio 

This is a place for the patients to express their feeling through the 

creating of art work. All art tools and materials will be provided. The 

space should also have views of nature and allow for integration of 

nature. The art studio will also have a space to exhibit their work to 

be appreciated. 

Total Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

400 sf 

1 

400 sf 

2% 

8-10 people 
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Pat ient lounge . Camarillo State Psychiatric 
Hospital. Children's Unit ( Camarillo, CA} 

Archi tt1 c ture and i nterior dt1sign ; The Design 
Pa rtne rsh ip , A rchite cts and Planners : 
Ph otographer: Peter Malinoush / Jn s ite 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Lounge 

This space will allow social interaction among the staff as well as the 

patients . The stress of working with critically ill patients is 

exhausting. Staff need lounges that are private but close to patient 

care areas, so that they can take frequent breaks to relax, chat with 

each other, or get a fresh air. Access of to nature by way of a roof top 

garden or patio is desirable. The lounge should include a rest room, 

small kitchen, dining area, and lounge seating. Well being of the staffs 

is critically important, and every measure should be employed to make 

their work areas comfortable and. as nurturing as patient care areas . 

Floor Area 300 sf 

Number of Units 1 

Total Floor Area 300 sf 

Net to Gross Ratio 1.5% 

Number of Occupants 8 people 
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Dining room offers occupants serene views of 
nature: The Mc Donald Center (Chemi cal 
D11p11ndency Recovery Hospital), Scripps 
Memorial Hospital (La J o lla, CA) 

Architect: Brown. Leary: Interior desi gn: Jain 
Malhn Inc . : Photographer: Michael Denny 

SPACE ANALYSIS 

Dining 

The dining area is like a cafeteria where it will be served during the 

wor.king hours of the facility. This space not only will serve staff and 

patients but also the visitors in order to reduce the boredom of 

waiting. This space should have access to the view of nature and 

should be well ventilated. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to gross Area 

Number of Occupants 

600 sf 

1 

600 sf 

3% 

20 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Administration Area 

This space will consist of physician's, oncologists, technologist's, 

personnel's, and president's offices. 

This offices can be closed together or adjacent to the respective 

working area. This area will include offices, record room, and 

receptionist counter. 

Floor Area 

Number of Units 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

1930 sf 

1 

1930 sf 

9.6% 

10 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 

Children Area 

This space is specialized for children visiting the facility. The space 

will be designed in such a way that the environment is happy and 

playful in order to draw away children's attention toward the illness. 

In this space, manupulation of colors is essential. A play sculpture 
will be provided in this area so that children can play with it or try to 

draw the sculpture. Art tools will also be provided for the purpose of 

healing bu using art . 

~tldnn~ playroom ~rs ~otiunities ~r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
physical activity: Lutheran Medical Center 
(Broorlyn. NY) . 
Archit11cture and interior design: 
Burgun. Shahin11 &: Desch/er, 
Plt.otographer: Robert Perron 

Roger. 
Floor Area 400 sf Inc. : 

Number of Unit 1 

Total Floor Area 400 sf 

Net to Gross Ratio 2% 

No . of Occupants 6-8 people 
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TYPICAL.. L..OAOING DOCK BAY 

SPACE ANALYSIS 

Loading Area 

This is the space where all loading and unloading are taken place. The 
space should be covered to protect the delivery from the rain. Three 
feet high podium should be provided for truck with a ramp. The 
loading area should be adjacent to storage space for direct storing. 

Floor Area 
Number of Unit 

Total Floor Area 

Net to Gross Ratio 

Number of Occupants 

600 sf 

1 

600 sf 

3% 

5 people 
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SPACE ANALYSIS 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 
WENDT REGION AL CANCER CENTER 

MAMIE McF ADDIN CANCER TREATMENT CENTER 
ST. CLAIRE CANCER TREATMENT CENTER 

CANCER CLINIC, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

10 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

Waiting area with a receptionist counter. 

~lllj ~•l4i~~1.: .. 11.-.·:·ib.·F::··H::;:=ff/;=·1 

~ ::·:·;.:.;.:: . 

-. 
The patients' comfort and confidence formed the major programmatic 

concerns for this radiation oncology department addition. Linked to a 
158-hospital, it serves both inpatients and outpatients and houses two 

linear accelerators, a simulator, and all their necessary support spaces. 

A non-threatening atmosphere was achieved by creating naturally lit, airy 

spaces with skylights and by choosing warm colors materials, including 

residential-style wainscoting and built in planters. 

39 Joanna Bache (ass. ed.), 1988 Health Facilities Review, Washington D.C .: 
The Ame rican Institute of Architects, 1988, p 4-5 . 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

While the exterior of the building imitates the existing hospital in style, 

it distinguishes itself at the entrance with unique, colonnaded garden 

spaces and a pyramidal roof. 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

relaxed 

atmosphere. an entrance canopy and an 

atrium/courtyard accomplish this end. Additionally, the low scale 
coupled with brick, natural light and extensive indoor planting create a 

less clinical appearance. 

The program for the project includes a 20 Me V linear accelerator room, 

seven exam rooms, chemotherapy facilities, a family counsel room and 

four physicians' offices. 

40 Ibid . , p 6-7. 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

The poured-in-place concrete structure, supported on timber piles, is 

designed to accommodate two additional floors in the future . 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

ST. CLAIRE CANCER TREATMENT CENTER41 

The architect's approach toward the design is clearly relected in the use 

of light and space. Natural, indirect, and incandescent lighting 

concepts soften the architectural details and contribute to color scheme. 

The facility is anchored by a radiotherapy linear accelerator, a mainstay 

of cancer treatment today. A special room with 3-foot-thick walls and 

ceiling has been designed to shield radiation. A building program was 
generated from this, including public spaces, treatment rooms, and 

support services. The building was designed to incorporate to future 

changes in cancer treatment methods and needs. 

41 James A. Murphy, FAIA, ed., nsmall Scale Medical Facilities,n Progresslvt 
Archlrtcture, August 1992, p 49 . 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

Special care has been taken under consideration by designing reception, 

family counseling, waiting, and treatment areas. Warm colors, indirect 

lighting, exposed trusses, and wainscoting incorporating native woods 
I 

from Rowan County assist in providing a calm and comfortable 

atmosphere for patients and families visiting the center. 

The building exterior reflects the central open space created by the 

trusses. The pitched roof is also in keeping with the scale of the 

surrounding residential neighborhood. The masonry veneer incorporates 

a ground-face concrete unit as a base, with light colored brick above it 

to match the existing St. Claire Medical center complex. 

· ---~ "'""' 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

CANCER CLINIC, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA42 

n 

CANCER CLINIC, LOS 
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
TOM BONNER 

w'oo' 

10, elcvoUo"' o/,lov•cwl,1wrt, 
II , H CUO••""' pore ,&ai .. o/ 
cAe"'olAtropva1r1""'· 
II. II, f,\c p&av • t'wlprwr• '" tAt "'• '" 
WJOIU1t1arff : /ru1t-4ri'd fru "'°'°' 
orl1hw1I orowN/ l.twL 
U , Mcaf1t corridor w.\lci\ ll"b 
demot.\crapv l o radia f&otl 01traJ11v. 
Alo?.\otU poh1Hl'llf ii hdudcd l o 
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ofld arrt/ocr (•n /ro1trl~pkce pUJ. 
1'. COJ!t/«rtf4C• Ctalrt. 

n'y;:i 

IO 

IO 

_,. 
This facility was designed by a famous Californian architect, Morphosis 

and Victor Gruen Associates. The 22,000 sf Cancer Center 1s an 

independent, privately financed medical organization that offers 

convenient 24-hour care for cancer patients including radiation 

treatment, chemotherapy and diagnostic services as well as associated 

laboratory tests and pharmaceutical services. 

42 Doug Suisrnan, "Contradiction of Care," Architectural Review, 
June 1989, p 3-10. 
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FACILITY TYPE CASE STUDIES 

CANCER CLINIC, LOS 
ANGEUS, CALIFORNIA 

The Cancer Center goal is to serve patients' needs in a dignified, 

:: :!:.::i;~::;::-N··~ ···N- respectful way, honoring their efforts to continue a normal life. One of 
,_ ... ,. ..... -,.,.. ... 
......... .... ,,....,_"'.,.... .. , the goals is to occupy the mind and reinforce the spirit to avoid falling 

J 

into a destructive kind of self-preoccupation. 

·• In the heart of the facility, a kinetic play sculpture 1s located for the 

,...,....,-Jtt;:-~:~- ;~' visitors and patients, particularly children, to play with. There are 
.~{~~11~T~-X.i.)'~r.I computer aided screens for children to draw the sculpture whenever it 

1 changes position. Thus, sorrowness and discomfortness of the cancer 

l ~ J • •. :J • C·J . may drawn away by the sculpture . 

~ < 1£~~ 
. _.. . ·~ .: : ·: ~ ~~f. ~-· -·_ Th~ arch.itects' concern in designing this facility is toward the cancer 

J ~ · - - ~ ~:_~. c!.~J t ; _patients itself. All the functions were carefully designed to create a 
'_\~-~: ~ · ~ ~ ___ calm, therapeutic, and healing environment. This project is one of the ,, ~ " · ·m · successful cancer facility that meets the goals f or the occupants. 
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The vi,,ual contra•t betu1ec11 
the Morpho•l• ca11cer clinic 
and A vantf '• Bethnal Grun 
Health Centre (pl BJ could not 
be g reater. Nor could their 
programme•. Belhnal Green 
i. a National Health Service 
building offering everyday 
care lo the whole community. 
The M orpho•I• 
Comprehen31ve Cancer 
Center i. a privatel y· funded + 
foundation catering for a 
parllculardt.ea•e. The 
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wa• a great dea I woru. 
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FACILITY TYPE CAS E S TUDI ES 

CANCER CLINIC, LOS 
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
ARCHITECTS 
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FACILITY RELATIONSHIPS 
CONCEPTUAL AND GENERAL RELATIONSHIP 

SPACE RELATIONSHIP 
ADJACENCY /SEPARATION TABLES 

PUBLIC/PRIVATE TABLES 
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FACILITY RELATIONSHIPS 

CONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIP 

Area 

GENERAL RELATIONSHIP 
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FACILITY RELATIONSHIPS 

SPACE RELATIONSHIP 
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ADJACENCY I SEPARATION 

Entrance 
Lobby 
Waiting area 
Simulator room 
Chemotherapy 
Radiation treatment 
Surgical suite 
Laboratory 
Inpatient bedrooms 
Gowning area 
Diagnostic room 
Examination rooms 
Counseling 
Lounge 
Dining /cafeteria 
Children Area 
Art Studio 
Prayer Rooms 
Administration 
Loading area 
Janitors 
Storage 

I-Strong Adjac~ncy 
I-Weak Adjacency 
0-Separation 
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Radiation Therapy 

Treatment 

Mammogram 

Superficial x-ray 

Oncologist's office 

Physician's office 

Technologist's off. 

Nurses' station 

I - Strong adjacency 

8 - Weak adjacency 

0 - Separation 

Surgical Suite 

Operating room 

Scrub-up space 

Sterilizing supplies 

Lockers 

Supervisor 

Clean-up 

Storage 

Anesthesia 

FACILITY RELATIONSHIPS 
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Laboratory 

Hematology space 

Urinalysis biochemistry 

Histology 

Serology & Bacteriology ' 

Specimen toilet 

Exam and test room 

Pathologist's office 

Technician lockers and toilet 

Sterilizing I storage room 

V enipuncture cubicle 

Secretary clerk-typing/waiting 

I - Strong adjacency 

I - Weak adjacency 

0 - Separation 

Administration 

Principle office 

Record room 

Receptionist counter 

Personnel offices 

FACILITY RELATIONSHIPS 
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PUBLIC I PRIVATE 

Entrance 
Lobby 
Waiting area 
Simulator room 
Chemotherapy 
Radiation treatment 
Surgical suite 
Laboratory 
Inpatient bedrooms 
Gowning area 
Diagnostic room 
Examination rooms 
Counseling 
Lounge 
Dining I cafeteria 
Administration 
Loading area 
Janitors 
Storage 
Art Studio 
Children Area 
Prayer Rooms 

Public spaces 
Private spaces 
Service 
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SP ACE SUMMARY 
ADMINISTRATION 

TREATMENT 
PUBLIC SPACES 

SERVICE 
GRAND SUMMARY 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

ADMINISTRATION 

Spaces Area (sf) Unit Total Area 

Principle's office 200 1 200 

Record room 150 1 150 

Receptionist counter 80 1 80 

Personnel's offices 150 2 300 

Restrooms 100 2 200 

Offices 100 5 1000 

Net total floor area (sf) 1930 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

TREATMENT 
Spaces Area (sf) Unit Total Area 

Simulator room 
} 

500 2 1000 
Chemotherapy 150 10 1500 
Radiation therapy 650 2 1300 
Gowning 200 2 400 

Diagnostic 180 2 360 

Examination 100 2 200 

Surgical suite 

. operating room 30 1 300 

. scrub-up space 50 1 50 

. sterilizing (a) 80 1 80 

(b) 40 
~ 

1 40 

.lockers 80 2 160 

.supervisor 150 1 150 

. clean-up 50 1 50 

.storage 100 1 100 

.anesthesia room 150 1 150 

Restrooms 100 2 200 

Inpatients bedrooms 200 5 1000 

Counseling 200 1 200 

Sub total floor area (sf) 7240 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

Treatment (continued) - Laboratory 

Space Area (sf) Unit Total Area 

Hematology 120 1 120 
Urinalysis biochem. 120 1 120 
Histology 120 1 120 
Serology/bacteriol 'y 120 1 120 
Specimen toilet 30 1 30 
Exam and test room 100 1 100 
Pathologist's office 100 1 100 

Lockers w/ toilet 140 1 140 

Sterilizing I storage 200 1 200 

Venipuncture cubicle 50 1 50 

Secretary I waiting 240 1 240 

Sub total floor area (sf) 1340 

Sub total from previous page (sf) 7240 

Net total floor area (sf) 8580 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

PUBLIC SPACES 

' Spaces Area (sf) Unit Total Area 

Lobby I waiting 400 1 400 
Patient waiting 150 1 150 
Lounge 200 1 200 
Cafeteria I kitchen 600 1 600 
Restrooms 150 2 300 
Prayer rooms 300 2 600 

Courtyard 800 1 800 

Children Area 400 1 400 

Art Studio 400 1 400 

Net total floor area (sf) 3850 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

SERVICE 

Spaces Area (sf) Unit Total Area 

Loading area 300 1 300 

Inspection room 150 1 150 

Record room 100 1 100 

Storage 400 1 400 

Janitor 50 2 100 

Storage (cleaning) 80 1 80 

Net total floor area (st) 1130 
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GRAND SUMMARY 

ADMINISTRATION 

TREATMENT SPACES 

PUBLIC SP ACES 

SERVICE 

SUB TOTAL• 

CIRCULATION (20% of sub total*) 
MECHANICAL (10% of sub total*) 

SUB TOTAL 

SUB TOTAL• 

SUB TOTAL 

145 

1,930 sf 

8, 580 sf 

3,850 sf 

1.130 sf 

15,490 sf 

3, 098 sf 

1, 549 sf 

4,64 7 sf 

15 ,490 sf 

4,647 sf 

SPACE SUMMARY 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
AVERAGE BUILDING COSTS 
BUILDING COST ANALYSIS 

MACHINERY COST 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

AVERAGE BUILDING COSTS 

Low Average 
' 

Average High Average 

Building System $/SF %TOT $/SF %TOT $/SF o/o TOT 

Foundations 4.57 2.7 4 .86 2.7 5.06 2.7 

Floors on Grade 2.65 1.6 2.82 1. 6 2.92 1.6 

Superstructure 10 .43 6.3 11. l 0 6.3 11. 55 6.3 

Roofing 0.72 0.4 0. 76 0 .4 0.80 0 .4 

Exterior Walls 2 .41 1.4 2.56 1.4 2.67 1.4 

Partitions 4.83 2.9 5.14 2 .9 5.35 2 .9 

Wall Finishes 3 .00 1.8 3.20 1.8 3.33 1.8 

Floor Finishes 1.44 0.9 1.54 0 .9 1.59 0 .9 

Ceiling Finishes 1.92 1.2 2.04 1.2 2. 14 1.2 

Conveying Systems 0.97 0.6 1.02 0 .6 1.06 0.6 

Specialties 0.48 0.3 0.52 0 .3 0.53 0.3 

Fixed Equipment 74.39 44.7 79 .14 44.7 82.29 44.7 

HVAC 21.09 12 . 7 22 .44 12 . 7 23 .34 12 . 7 

Plumbing 7.22 4.3 7. 67 4.3 7.98 4 .3 

Electrical 30 .23 18.2 32 . 16 18.2 33 .44 18 .2 

Gross Bldg. Cost 166.35 lOOo/o 176.97 100% 184.05 100% 

NOTE : Consider the costs increase 6% per year from 1986 source . 

All values are in U.S dollars, otherwise state d . 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

BUILDING COST ANALYSIS 

Low Average: 
, 

166.35 $/SF x 20, 137 SF = $ 3,349, 790 .00 

Average: 

176.97 $/ SF x 20, 137 SF = $ 3,563,644.90 

High Average: 

184.05 $/SF x 20,137 SF = $ 3,726,351.90 

PROJECT COST: 

Building Cost Average (BCA) $ 3, 563 ,644 .90 

Site Work (15% ofBCA) $ 534, 546. 7 4 

Fee and Permits (8% of BCA) $ 285,091.59 

Contingency ( 4% of BCA) $ 142,545 .80 

Loan Interest ( 10% prime) $ 356,364.49 

Source: 

Philip R . Waier, 1986 Dodge Construction System Costs, New Jer sey: McGraw

Hill Cost Information Systems, 1986 . 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

PROJECT INCOME 

Income per year based on 20. $/SF/year of rent value: 

20 $/ SF x 20, 137 SF = $ 402, 740.00 

I liii1111iil~l~i~itll~1i! 1 ii ! 
PAY BACK 

PAY BACK= PROJECT COST 
PROJECT INCOME 

= $ 4,882,193.50 
$ 402, 740.00 

= 12.12 YEARS 

Source : 
Philip R. Waier, 1986 Dodge Construction System Costs, New Jersey: McGraw-

Hill Cost Information Systems, 1986. -
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MACHINERY COST43 

, . 

18 MeV Betatron $270,000 

Gammatron S, 180 F $129,000 

Simulator $119,000 

Dermapon 11 $100,000 

Treatment Planning and Indose Plotter $ 60, 000 

Computer 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

However, the listed cost may have been changed over the years . 

The prices are also varies depending on type, model year, and machine 

improved. 

43 p . Dunnigan, Prospectus for a Cancer Radiation Treatment Facility, Lubbock, 
Texas: TTU School of Medicine, 1985, p 33 . 
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CONCLUSION 

CONCLUSION 

"The path to global health and global 
peace starts with us-it starts with love 
in our hearts. For when we can love 
ourselves enough to seek out optimal 
health, we will not feel afraid of the 

differences we perceive 
between one another." 

-Dr. Leonard A. Winsneski-44 

Architecture is an art of healing that can create hope, courage, comfort, 
happiness, and care to human's body, mind and soul. Thus, I intend to 
explore more on the notion of "architecture as an art of healing" . 

44 American Artist, April 1991 , p 53 . 
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My intention is to create a healing environment that will be applied in 

my design, Cancer Research and Treatment Center. The design will also 

have the character of no Intimidation in order to make people feel 
' comfortable in this facility. 

Responding to the tropical climate is also one of my intentions in 

exploring the creation of healing environment. Without integrating the 

climatic response, the healing environment will not be successfully 

pursued since climate in one of the major factors in designing Cancer 

Center in Malaysia. 

It is my hope that Malaysians will be aware of cancer disease by 

introducing a cancer facility in Malaysia. 

Finally, I would like to extend my thanks and appreciation to all the 

instructors whom I had in the School of Architecture, Texas Tech 

University. Thank you for the knowledge. 
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GLOSSARY 

AIDS - A serious, often fatal,, d'isorder of the immune system that diminishes the 

body's resistance to infectious organisms and certain cancers, caused by the 

HIV virus and transmitted chiefly by sexual contact . 

Anesthesia - General or local insensibility to pain induced by certain drugs . 

Anorexia - Lack of appetite and inability to eat . 

Bacteriology - Science that deals with bacteria . 

Benign tumor - A noncancerous growth that does not spread to other parts of 

the body. 

Bumiputras - Native Malaysians . 

Cancer - A general term for more than 100 diseases characterized by abnormal 

and uncontrolled growth of cells . The resulting mass, or tumor, can invade 

and destroy surrounding normal tissues . Cancer cells from the tumor can 

spread through the blood or lymph (the clear fluid that bathes body cells) to 

tart new cancers in other parts of the body. 

Carcinogens - Substances that tend to produce cancers . 

Chemotherapy - Treatment with anticancer drugs . 

Circadian - Pertaining to rhythmic biological cycles recurring at approximately 

4-hour intervals . 

Cobalt - A silver-white metallic chemical or element, occurring in compounds 

that provide blue coloring substances . 

Cobalt 60 - The radioactive isotope of cobalt, having a mass number of 60 and a 

half-life of 5.2 years . 

Colorectal cancer - A kind of cancer that affects the colon and rectum. 
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Diarrhea - An intestinal disorder characterized by abnormal frequency and 

fluidity of fecal evacuations . 

Endocrine system - An internal secretion system that relates to hormones 
' 

through blood or lymph. 

Fluoroscope - A tube or box fitted with a screen coated with a fluorescent 

substance, used for viewing objects by means of x-ray or other radiation . 

Fluoroscopy - The use of or examination by means of a fluoroscope . 

Gentian violet - A dye derived from rosaniline, used as a chemical indicator , as 

a fungicide and bactericide, and in the treatment of burns . Also called 

crystal violet . 

Hematology - The study of the nature, function, and disease of the blood and of 

the blood-forming organs. 

Histology - The branch of biology dealing with the study of tissues . 

Hormone - Any of various internally secreted compounds, as insulin or 

thyroxine , formed in endocrine organs, that affect the functions of 

specifically receptive organs or tissues when carried to them by the body 

fluids . 

Immune system - A complex network of specialized organs and cells that has 

evolved to defend the body against attacks by "foreign" invaders . 

Incontinence - Unable to restrain natural discharges or evacuations . 

Intramuscular - Injection of anticancer drugs into a muscle . 

Intravenous - Within or into a vein . 

Malignant tumor - A growth of cancer cells . 

Metabolism - The sum of the physical and chemical processes in an organism by 

which protoplasm is produced, maintained, and destroyed, and by means of 

which energy is made available . 
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Metastasir.e - Spreading of malignant cells or disease-producing organisms to 

other parts of the body by way of the blood vessels , lymphatics, or 

membranous surfaces. 

Nausea - Sickness at the stomach, especially when accompanied by a loathing for 

food and an involuntary impulse to vomit. 

Nervous system - The system of nerves and nerve centers in a human, including 

the brain, spiral cord, nerves, and ganglia . 

Noxious - Harmful or injurious to health or physical well-being . 

Oncology - The branch of medical science dealing with tumors. 

Pathology - The science or the study of the origin, nature, course of disease, the 

conditions, and the processes of a disease . 

Prostate - A walnut-sized gland that surround the upper part of the urethra, the 

tube that carries urine from the bladder through the penis . The function of 

he prostate is to produce seminal fluid to nourish and transport sperm, 

which must travel from the testicles out through the tip of the penis, using 

the same channel as urine . 

Radiation - The process in which energy is emitted as particles or waves . 

Radiation treatment - Treatment using high-energy radiation from X-ray 

machines, cobalt, radium, or other sources. 

Radiologist - The person who responsible in dealing with the x-ray or rays from 

radioactive substances. 

Respiration - The physical or chemical processes in an organism by which 

oxygen is conveyed to tissues and cells and the oxidation products, carbon 

dioxide and water, are given off. 

Serology - The science dealing with the properties and actions of the serum of 

the blood. 
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Therapeutic - Pertaining to the treating or curing of diseases. 

Tumor - A swelling or enlargement due to abnormal overgrowth of tissue . It can 

be cancerous or noncancerous. 

Ultraviolet - Beyond the violet in the spectrum; radiation with wavelengths 

shorter than 4000 angstrom units. 

Urinalysis - Analysis of urine chemically or microscopically. 

Venipuncture - The puncture of a vein fo r surgical or therapeutic purposes or 

for collecting blood specimen for analysis . 

X-ray - A form of electromagnetic radiation, similar to light but of shorter 

wavelength and capable of penetrating solids and of ionizing gases . 
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CANCER RESEARCH AND TREATMENT CENTER 

Health is both a pervasive private concern and a persistent public issue. In our 

everyday lives, there are endless advertisements that remind us about remedies 
and precautions of disease. 

The thesis statement for my project is architecture as an art of /Jcaling,:something 
that can create hope, courage, comfort happiness, and care to human's body, 

mind, and soul. In achieving my thesis statement there are several important 

factors that I considered in my design. 

First the design suggests a healing anti comfortable environment through the 

integration of soothing sunlight air, and visual stimulation. One of the factors in 

creating and designing this particular environment is by providing visual access to 
t/Jc naturcbecause nature is the natural healer. Thus, it is important to expose the 

patient's view to the nature to achieve the healing atmosphere. Also, the design 

provides fresh airand at the same time improves air quality. In addition, the 

design uses colorsthat relate to the need of specific patients population, the laws 

of perception, religious, effect of lighting, effect of colors on the perception of 

space, and psychology. Other healing factors that I integrated in the design are 

noise control, privacy of patient~ use of light anti social interaction. 

Second, the design has the characteristics that promote less intlmitfatlon to the 

users. Spaces that are designed allow ''homelike" environment to have a sense of 

familiarity. Also, I introtfucctf textural variety on wall surfaces, floors, ceilings, 

furniture, fabrics, and artwork. 

Responding to the tropical climatic design is my third consideration in achieving 

my thesis statement. The design allows cross ventilation, enough s/Jatfing and 

considers the roof tfcsignfor heavy rain. 

Last but not least is promoting the awareness of cancer to the public. In order to do 

that I designed a meaningful and noticeable facility. Also, the spaces allow for 

social gathering, including seminar, research and study purposes. 
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